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Abstract
This thesis summarizes the initial development of a Web-based database-enabled executive
information system used to assist with the completion of federal environmental remediation
projects. The executive information system presented here specifically addresses the preliminary
site assessment phase of the Superfund program, which was created as a result of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) passed
by Congress in 1980. This process involved filling out a set of scoresheets known as the
Preliminary Site Assessment Scoresheets that ranks a site according to the threat it poses to
ecological and human health.
CERCLA established broad authority for the government to respond to problems posed by the
release, or threat of release, of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants into the
environment. The computerized executive information system described in this thesis was
designed to assist the senior management of environmental engineering companies in the
retrieval of information about particular sites under remedial investigation and in the monitoring
of decisions by other staffs of the company. This information can then be used to determine the
next step to be taken in the Superfund process. The system also contains data regarding the
person responsible, the date investigation was completed, the confidence level of the data, the
source, and any comment related to the information. This will increase accountability for
answers to individual scoresheet sections, and to review the reliability of information that is used
to complete the scoresheets.
The executive information system is part of a larger information system called Executive
Information and Decision Support System (EIDSS). EIDSS will provide both "executive
information" and "decision support". Besides providing varies functions mentioned above,
EIDSS provides links to data sources on the Internet, local CD-ROM, and previously recorded
preliminary site assessments. All together, the system not only helps executives, but also site
investigators to gather information for filling out the scoresheets. EIDSS changes how
preliminary site assessment is done and aligns the environmental engineering industry with the
new Information Age.
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Thesis Supervisor: Feniosky Pena-Mora, Sc.D. Title: Assistant Professor
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Overview of Superfund (CERCLA) Process
1.1.1 History
In the past, there was little understanding of what effect certain wastes have on human
health and the environment. Consequently, numerous abandoned hazardous waste sites
contributed to the pollution of the earth's soil, water and air. Some common hazardous waste
sites include abandoned warehouses, manufacturing facilities, processing plants and landfills. In
1980, Congress established the Superfund Program to clean up these sites in response to a
growing concern over the health and environmental risks posed by hazardous wastes. The
Superfund program was created as part of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), which established broad authority for the
government to respond to problems posed by the release, or threat of release, of hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. In 1986, CERCLA was amended by the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) and by the National Contingency Plan (NCP). At
present the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in cooperation with individual states
and tribal governments, administers the Superfund Program.
The Superfund Trust Fund was established to support the cost of cleanup of hazardous
waste sites under the Superfund Program. The Trust Fund is supported from taxes on chemical
and petroleum industries, and is used primarily when those companies or people responsible for
contamination at Superfund sites cannot be found, cannot perform or pay for the cleanup work.
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SITE ASSESSMENT PHASE
Removal and Enforcment Actions May Occur at Any Stage
REMEDIAL PHASE
Figure 1.1.2a Superfund Process (See Appendix A for more details on Preliminary Site Assessment)
1.1.2 Current Superfund Process
The superfund process consists of two main phases: site assessment and remedial
response action (Figure 1.1.2a). Site assessment is the evaluation of all sites to determine which
one needs response action. If appropriate, the result of the site assessment process is the listing of
a hazardous waste site on the National Priorities List (NPL). For sites that are placed on the NPL,
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I
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the second phase of the superfund process, the remedial response action, is performed. During
this phase, the nature and extent of contamination is determined, followed by the selection and
implementation of any necessary cleanups at the site. If threats to human health are imminent,
immediate or short-term responses may be performed during either of these two main phases.
The site assessment phase begins with notification to the EPA of possible releases of
hazardous substances. Sites are then entered into the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS), which is the EPA's computerized
inventory of potential hazardous substance release sites. The site assessment phase continues
with the Preliminary Assessment and the Site Inspection stages. The Preliminary Assessment
stage uses relatively limited data that is readily available to identify sites that may pose a threat
to human health and the environment, and therefore require further investigation. If the
Preliminary Assessment phase recommends further investigation, only then is the Site Inspection
performed. The purpose of the Site Inspection is to determine which sites have a high probability
of qualifying for the NPL. Once a site has been placed on the NPL, the site will undergo the
remedial response action, as explained previously.
Recently, the EPA has developed the Superfund Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM) to
allow for immediate action combined with continuing study as necessary. The SACM improves
upon the traditional Superfund process, which requires a prolonged initial phase of study and
assessment. Under SACM, the EPA can institute actions to address threats to the health and
safety of the surrounding population and environment as soon as those threats are identified.
Listing sites on the NPL continues to be a prerequisite to using certain remedial action authorities
to clean up sites.
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1.2 Preliminary Assessment under CERCLA
1.2.1 Objective
Based on limited data, the Preliminary Assessment (PA) phase is designed to recommend
whether or not a site should undergo further investigation.
1.2.2 Scope
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maintains the CERCLIS, potentially
hazardous sites that have been "discovered" by the EPA regional offices, state agencies or private
citizens. Every site in CERCLIS must undergo the PA phase. The PA phase is performed using
readily available information about it and its surrounding area. The report generated summarizes
the information gathered, and based on this, suggests the site poses no threat to human health or
the environment, there is a potential threat and the site needs further investigation, or emergency
actions are necessary. If the site is determined to be potentially hazardous, the PA report will
often be referred to throughout successive stages of the Superfund process.
The PA report consists of three parts: the data and site characteristic form, the narrative
report and the PA Scoresheets. The data and site characteristics form, entitled "Potential
Hazardous Waste Site Preliminary Assessment Form," is a four page summary of the PA
scoresheets and the narrative report. The narrative report summarizes all of the information
researched and presents it in a structure predetermined by the EPA. The last section of the
narrative report should summarize the most important characteristics of the site and explain the
major points of concern. The final section, comprising the PA scoresheet, is described in the
following section.
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The Guidance for Performing Preliminary Assessments under CERCLA (U.S. EPA
540/G-91/013, Sept. 1991) indicates that filling out the three sections of the PA report takes an
average of 120 hours for each site. The guidance defines the scope of the Preliminary
Assessment as sufficient to complete the following tasks:
* Review existing information about the site.
* Conduct a site and environs reconnaissance.
* Collect additional information about the site with an emphasis on target information.
* Evaluate all information and develop a site score.
* Prepare a brief site summary report and a site characteristic form.
1.2.3 The Preliminary Assessment Scoresheets
The PA scoresheets are distributed as a workbook made up of checklists, worksheets,
factor value tables, and scoring forms, each with brief instructions and guidelines for scoring.
Some regions may require additional scoresheets, but there is a set of standard scoresheets that
must be filled out for all regions.
The scoresheets, see Appendix A for the entirety, are divided into six sections; General
Site Information, Source and Waste Evaluation, and four more sections corresponding to the four
hazardous substance exposure routes called pathways; Ground Water Pathway, Surface Water
Pathway, Soil Exposure Pathway and Air Pathway. Each pathway section is loosely divided into
three sections based on factor categories; likelihood of release (relative likelihood of a hazardous
substance migrating from the site through the specific pathway), target (presence of people,
physical resources or environmental resources that may be threatened by release of a hazardous
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material from the site), and Waste Characteristics (an estimation of the type and quantity of the
wastes at the site). The particular importance of each factor can vary with the pathway, but, for
example, primary targets are weighed heavily in the score regardless of the pathway.
The scoresheets are set up so that the left-hand pages of the workbook are instructions for
filling out the right-hand pages. It often explain the questions asked in greater detail, or provide
help for the site investigator to transfer data obtained from tables and formulas into a numerical
score for a particular section. There is also a review for internal consistency included in the
workbook, which is designed to eliminate inconsistencies in the report, which may undermine
the overall validity of the exercise. The EPA stresses, however, that the reviews and guidelines
are merely to assist the environmental engineers in the scoring process, and much of the time the
engineer will be expected to use his or her professional judgment in the actual scoring.
In this manner, many sections or pages are assigned a total score, which is combined at
the end to determine the overall score of the site. Many pages, however, simply ask for an
explanation of certain aspects of the site in paragraph form, rather than a numerical score. The
total time to research the information and score a site averages about 100 hours, and writing the
reports averages about 20 hours. Sites determined to be ineligible for CERCLA response (i.e.
sites where there is no danger of hazardous waste leakage, not simply a lack of targets) may
submit abbreviated PA reports. The scoresheets need not be submitted for CERCLIS analysis.
However, first two pages of the Potential Hazardous Waste Site Preliminary Assessment Form
and the narrative report remain a requirement.
Finally, the decision (i.e. further action or no action) made concerning the PA is usually
based on the overall site score. In general, a score of 28.50 or higher receives a recommendation
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for further investigation, while a score of less than 28.50 receives a "No Further Remedial Action
Planned" recommendation.
1.3 The MMR Superfund Site
The Massachusetts Military Reservation (MMR) is selected as the primary focus of the
information system because of its scale of operation and its availability of information. The
system can be thoroughly tested using the existing information of the MMR in every aspect.
Figure 1.3.la Massachusetts Military Reservation
1.3.1 Physical Characteristics
The MMR encompasses approximately 22,000 acres on western Cape Cod,
Massachusetts (See Figure 1.3.1a). The reservation houses various facilities and related
operations of many Department of Defense (DOD) branches. Additionally, the Veterans
Administration National Cemetery, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the Commonwealth
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of Massachusetts use portions of the base. Most facilities are located in the southern portion of
the reservation. The northern portion consists of numerous firing ranges, which the Army
National Guard uses for training with live ammunition.
1.3.2 Socio-Economic Characteristics
Western Cape Cod supports a population of approximately 150,000 to 524,000 permanent
and seasonal residents, primarily in the townships surrounding the MMR. The permanent
population of the MMR is approximately 2,000 people, located primarily in on-site housing
maintained by the U.S. Coast Guard. Additionally, an estimated 800 non-residents are employed
year-round within various operations at the reservation. Periodic activities associated with
training military reserve personnel can increase the base population by several hundreds to
several thousands. MMR land use is generally limited to supporting military training with some
residential and recreational usage. Land uses adjacent to the MMR include residential,
commercial, recreational, agricultural and wildlife management.
According to the Cape Cod Commission published in 1996, the Upper Cape economy
was valued at $600 million in 1992; more than 60% of this revenue was derived from tourists,
seasonal residents and retirement-based income. Hence, the economic base is believed to be
highly sensitive to environmental contamination and associated perceived risk. The overall value
of real and personal property increased by 3 times in the past 10 years to $8 billion in 1994.
1.3.3 History
The MMR has housed and served the U.S. military forces since 1911. The site was
particularly active during WWII. Between 1955-1970, the MMR operated a number of
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surveillance missions and aircraft operations through the Air National Guard. The use of
petroleum products and other hazardous materials, as well as the generation of wastes, was at the
highest during this period. Since 1970, the military activities have been scaled down.
Past releases of hazardous materials at the MMR have resulted in groundwater
contamination in a number of areas. Documented sources of contamination include former
motor pools, landfills, fire training areas and drainage structures such as dry wells. Figure 1.3.3a
gives a map of nine major contaminant plumes that have been identified at the Reservation.
On November 21, 1989, the MMR was listed on the National Priorities List as a
Superfund site. As a result, the National Guard Bureau and the U.S. Coast Guard entered into an
Interagency Agreement with the EPA in July 1991. Consequently, all site investigations and
remedial actions performed at the base are subject to the requirements and regulations of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response and Emergency and Liability Act (CERCLA).
1.3.4 Present MMR Activities
At present, the majority of the preliminary site assessment at the MMR has been
completed and most areas of contamination identified. In most cases, the source of
contamination has also been controlled or eliminated. Currently, remediation alternatives are
being pilot tested of most of the plume sites. In some cases, pilot tests have been performed and
remediation alternatives are being expanded to full size. Remaining stages are planning and
design of remedial facilities, as well as their construction, maintenance and operation. In all
cases, close monitoring of progress of the site cleanup is crucial.
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1.4 Preliminary Assessment under CERCLA at the MMR
1.4.1 History
The Installation Restoration Program (IRP) began at the Massachusetts Military
Reservation in 1982. Under the direction of CERCLA guidelines, all potential areas of concern
(AOC) were evaluated via the Preliminary Assessment (PA) Scoresheets. Any sites scoring 28.5
or higher were to be considered areas of concern and had to be further inspected prior to
beginning the remediation process. By November 1989, 27 AOC's had been identified.
Currently, there are a total of 78 AOC's which include 5 storm drainage ditches, 10 landfills of
various sizes, 26 reported chemical spill locations, 29 reported fuel spill sites, 3 former
firefighter training areas, 4 former coal yards and an AOC designated as the Drainage Structure
Removal Program, consisting of over 170 sumps and drainage structures that need to be
removed.
1.4.2 Present PA Activities
At the present time, there are two areas still in the preliminary assessment phase: John's
Pond Dump - Off Base (LF-4) and Former Contractor Yard (CS-13) (Karson, 1997). The
preliminary site assessment process at these areas will involve manual record searches of real
estate and historical data, interviews with past and present employees and the inspection of aerial
photographs.
1.4.3 Design of Future Approaches at the MMR and Elsewhere
To aid in the process of gathering data and storing decisions made during the preliminary
assessment phase, data sources in electronic format may be used. There are many advantages
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gained by converting the traditional paper PA Scoresheets to electronic forms on networked
computers. Multiple engineers can work on the same scoresheet without the delay of paperwork
transfer from one office to the other. Completed and partially completed scoresheets may be
stored for the use of updating information or retrieving records of past decisions at any point in
the future. Another advantage of placing the PA scoresheets on networked computers is that they
can easily be linked to the Internet or databases where large amounts of relevant information may
be found. Lastly, once the scoresheet is completed and stored in a database, an executive
summary report may easily be generated.
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2.0 Information Systems
To make the Preliminary Site Assessment (PA) process more efficient, an information
system needs to be put in place. Before introducing the proposed information system that will
aid the PA process, this section first looks at the definition of an information system, how it is
being used in general, and how it is being used in the environmental engineering industry.
2.1 Definition of an Information System
An information system can simply be defined as a system for retrieving appropriate and
relevant data from a source and transferring it to a designated target with a different format. A
more advanced information system would also consist of a unit for processing the data and
adding meaning to it.
Although extremely complex, the human body is the smallest information system. Our
brains contain a large amount of information that we call knowledge. When we encounter a
problem, part of our brain requires information from other known as memory. After the
knowledge is processed, it can be expressed through speech, writing or body movement. A think
tank-generally a group of people with similar skill-sets that get together to solve a problem-is
an even more complex setup of an information system. Although a think-tank has a greater
number and resources, it can introduce complex problems of conflict resolution and sharing
among members.
A more diversified information system is demonstrated in a company. People with
different interests and skill-sets are put together to help the company perform better as a whole.
Information is stored not only in employees' brains, but also on paper and in other formats.
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Processors of the information system can include engineers and scientists, office administrators,
accountants and managers, depending on what type of organization the company is.
Other large-scale information systems are universities and governments. These
information systems are extremely complicated. More importantly, however, is the fact that
knowledge transfer in these complex systems comes from different sources. For example, when
a student has a question, information and knowledge sources can be professors, teaching
assistants or roommates. The reliability of this knowledge can vary according to the source.
Because of the difficulty in ensuring reliability of information, computerized information
systems were only implemented to alleviate the human work force from some rather routine
processes such as automatic payroll systems and inventory tracking systems. These systems, like
specialists, performed tasks within their knowledge boundaries.
As computer processing power and storage capabilities continuously grow, computerized
information systems, referred to as information systems from now on, are becoming more
sophisticated. People are beginning to require from information systems higher level of
processing so that value is added to the information gathered. Systems are required to handle not
only routine process, but also to support decision-making. In terms of improving
communication, electronic-mailing and newsgroup systems are examples of some such
improvements that have been recently introduced.
2.2 Use of Information Systems in Decision Making Process
Information systems can support the decision making process through two modules: the
decision support system and the executive information system. They are being applied not only
to help users make better decisions, but also to reduce the processing time.
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A decision support system (DSS) is an information system designed to provide
employees access to information crucial to their decision-making processes. The scope of a DSS
is rather broad; any system providing its user with knowledge can be categorized as a DSS. For
example, Tiger Creek, a paper manufacturer, introduced in 1983 an Expense Tracking System
(ETS) to allow operators at their mill to make better technical adjustments by studying cost
impact information provided by the system (Bronsema, 1984).
Frito-Lay Inc., a food distribution giant, developed a DSS through the use of Hand-Held
Computers (HHC). HCC provides delivery and shelving employees better information on how
to re-distribute and re-shelf a store. Thus, not only the employees can base their decisions on
past experiences, but also obtain accurate and up-to-date account information for a particular
store. Using this system, new employees can also learn quickly and become a productive part of
the team (Applegate, 1989).
In addition to DSS, Frito-Lay also implemented an executive information system. In
general, an executive information system (EIS) is an information system designed to provide
senior managers access to information relevant to their management activities. This includes
information concerning the company finance and accounting, the employee work-schedule, and
the marketing and annual and quarterly reports. Because managers use the information to make
fast and accurate decisions, companies using a well-designed EIS will gain competitive
advantages over their competitors (Leidner, 1993).
The Frito-Lay EIS works in a similar manner to the HHC by assisting managers at Frito-
Lay to better manage inventory distribution and to keep track of regional sales information. The
EIS enables the design, creation, and storage of graphical information displays, and it provides a
user-friendly interface for accessing information stored in predefined graphical displays. The
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EIS also provides an excellent way for new managers to get up to speed quickly in the food-
distribution business (Applegate, 1989).
During the late 80's, Phillips 66 Company, a major gasoline distributor, began using
Phillip 66/EIS, an EIS containing over 1000 information displays for 45 managers and 35
secretaries and staff. The Phillip 66/EIS provided a tighter control of Phillip 66 inventories and a
better monitoring of supply and pricing management. In 1988, the information system generated
conservatively increased profits of $20 million (Applegate, 1988).
A more recent example of a DSS and EIS implementation comes from CIGNA
Corporation. The CIGNA Property and Casualty (P&C) Division deployed an Underwriting
Desktop System (UDS) and Strategic Feedback System (SFS). The UDS system was based on a
suite of tools and applications that gives the underwriter access to everything needed to perform
the job so that it was never necessary to leave the desktop. The suite of tools included an
electronic form facility, electronic reference materials, access to Underwriting Guidelines, e-
mail, and interactive business training modules (Nolan, 1995).
While the CIGNA UDS facilitated many of the tasks performed on a day to day basis, the
SFS provided senior executives the capability to create, view and update a balanced scorecard
throughout CIGNA P&C. The major point of the "Balanced Scorecard" (BSC) concept was to
develop multiple performance measures to assess the achievement of a company's business
vision. The automated BSC enhanced communication between business managers, both upward
and among peers. It also simplified the presentation of information using simple graphics like
the use of a red light for problems and a yellow light for caution (Nolan, 1995).
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DSS and EIS provide a new way to do business. They have simplified information
searches and presentation. As an information intensive and massive decision-based industry, the
environmental engineering industry can benefit greatly from both systems.
2.3 Applications of Information Systems in the Environmental Engineering Field
Environmental engineering project management can be a very difficult task because so
many factors must be taken into account. Environmental decision making involves understanding
not only the immediate impact of human activity on the environment, but also issues like human
health, economic costs, current and pending regulation and fairness. In principle, all of these
interrelated factors have a bearing on any decision made relating to the environment.
To deal with these complex problems, the environmental engineering industry could
greatly benefit by utilizing DSS. In general, there are three domains in which DSS can make a
real difference. The first domain is in the modeling of complex environmental processes, such as
air and water quality modeling and other calculation-intensive-aiding software. The second
domain is in information management. Integrating information from diverse sources is necessary
in order to make sound decisions. Important sources of information range from field-monitored
data, to simulation results, to documents on regulatory policy. Finally, the last domain involves
modeling the decision process itself and providing the structure and support to enable policy
makers to make timely, balanced decisions that are consistent with what we know about the
environment.
Satisfying the first criterion of modeling complex environmental processes, the analysis
programs available in the market range from air quality modeling tools to groundwater migration
modeling tools. In terms of information management, many United States government agencies
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and private organizations are actively developing standardized information systems for storing
geographic data called Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Using Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), GIS databases store information about specific locations using their northings,
eastings and elevations.
At present, most environmental engineering DSS tend to be hybrid systems of modeling
and information management. For example, the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis has developed a working beta of a DSS named the Decision Support System for
Evaluation of River Basin Strategies (DESERT). Based upon the user-friendly environment of
the Microsoft Windows interface, DESERT provides integration of important stages of decision
support including data management, model calibration, simulation and optimization and
presentation of results (Somly6dy, 1996).
The Colorado River Decision Support System (CRDSS) is another DSS under
development. The principal goal of the CRDSS is to provide the capability to develop credible
information on which to base informed decisions concerning the management of Colorado River
water resources. It has same functions as DESERT in terms of its interface and data management
(Johnson, 1996).
A simpler form of DSS is an environmental engineering specific Web search engine,
which aid engineers find information in a specific area of interests. The Amazing Environmental
Organization Web Directory lists commercial companies and academic institutes ranging from
Animal Interest Groups to organizations concerned with Sustainable Development (Dickson,
1997). Other search engines include EnviroPhantom (Garvey, 1997), ECOLINKING (Rittner,
1997) and YAHOO (Filo, 1997).
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Most DSS for environmental engineering that are under development tend to only
combine modeling and information management, there is little work on developing EIS which
combine all three functions of environmental project management. Those EIS that are being
developed are only in the conceptual design phase. For example, the Environmental Programs
Group at MCNC's North Carolina Supercomputing Center, working closely with the EPA, is
developing the Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS) that includes all three aspects of
environmental project management. However, EDSS only focuses on a "next-generation" air
quality modeling system (Bilicki, 1996).
The following section proposed a system that integrates the three aspects of
environmental project management on the more general area of preliminary site assessment of
hazardous waste sites. This system uses a plug-in architecture where components are used for
modeling, information management and decision process.
2.4 Proposed Information System for Preliminary Site Assessment under
CERCLA
The global objective of 1997 Master of Engineering Information Technology Group
project, Executive Information and Decision Support System (EIDSS), was to develop an
information system that can support decision making during the complex process of hazardous
waste site remediation. Within that process, EIDSS focuses on the preliminary site assessment
under CERCLA (PA). Figure 2.4a shows a system diagram of EIDSS.
EIDSS is separated into two different sub-systems: DSS and EIS. DSS aims to aid
investigators to research information faster and more accurate. It is more catered towards
retrieving information from outside the company, with the exception of one system. EIS, on the
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other hand, targets management level employees. It is catered towards extracting information
from the company's internal database for project management purposes.
Figure 2.4a System Diagram of EIDSS
From the diagram, one can see that EIDSS is missing several components such as
modeling, project management, etc. However, since these modules are not need for the PA
process, they are components to be added when the system expands to cover other processes.
Adding them will be similar to adding new branches to the diagram.
2.4.1 Information System Under current Preliminary Site Assessment Processes
The information system is designed to search data for engineers and scientists to fill out
the PA Scoresheets. With a user friendly graphical user interface designed to look like individual
pages of the PA Scoresheets, it will help users become familiar quickly to the new information
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system. In addition, since this system is Web-enabled, the user can have the system search for
data on the Internet or on any electronic formats. To do so, there are two different types of
search engines developed: Internet Search Engine and Data Store Search Engine.
The Internet Search Engine uses the Excite search engine. By passing specific
parameters into Excite, the search result will be more precise and concise. This will narrow
down the information the user has to skim through before finding the right document on the
Internet. For example, passing in MMR and water well will return a list of pages containing
environmental related homepages with MMR and water well inside the documents, not millions
of pages containing the word water and well. The Data Store Search Engine uses database query
instead. This search engine targets specific database on the Internet, such as the USGS database,
or in electronic form, such as on CD-ROM. Passing in specific query information consists of
location, in the form of longitude and latitude or city name, and the requested parameter, such as
rainfall or population, the database will return the specific result for the question. For example,
passing in the coordinate of MMR and a requested parameter on rainfall, the database will return
the average precipitation rate of the MMR area (see Appendices D, E and F).
This information system is not designed, however, to replace engineers and scientists. It
will assist them to arrive to conclusion in a much shorter time frame. This system should be able
to cut the 120 hours of PA process to at least half the time. This is based on the fact that
investigators spend the majority of their time searching for information, and the fact that
generating reports will be much easier using the system with electronically stored data. The
information system will double, at the very least, the capability of the environmental engineering
firm evaluating sites. This will allow the company to be more efficient on performing the PA.
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2.4.2 Future Architecture of Preliminary Site Assessment Processes
While the information system described above will greatly improve the current PA
process by making information more reliable and readily available, the potential exists for future
enhancements to the information system. Reusing the completed site/facility assessments could
enhance the information system. Once the proposed information system has been used to
complete one or more PA's, a database of previous studies would be collected. This additional
data source, from the Cross-Site Comparison Database System, could provide valuable
comparisons for performing new studies. If a new site has characteristics that are similar to sites
that have been studied previously, referring to these previous studies may facilitate the
completion of the PA process. Some characteristics used to compare sites include geographic
location, suspected release of hazardous wastes and type of facility or operations engaged on the
site. Comparing new sites with completed studies would also provide an additional check for
reliability and support for the current site under assessment (see Appendix I).
Having briefly described three separated systems, this concluded the introduction of the
decision support system portion of the EIDSS. Although the decision support system is an
important part of EIDSS, the focus of this thesis, however, is the documentation of the
implementation of the executive information system potion instead. Therefore, the
implementation of the decision support system by other members of the project group is included
in the appendices.
2.5 Proposed Executive Information System
Expanding beyond the scope of aiding engineers and scientists, the system can
incorporate the concept of an EIS to provide better information for senior management.
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The development of an EIS, which can support decision making for senior management
of an environmental engineering firm or a government agency during the complex process of
hazardous waste site remediation, is the primary focus. The EIS, with project information stored
electronically in a database, can provide better information for the senior management, or anyone
looking for information regarding finished or on-going projects of the company. For example, a
senior manager could use the system to manage the individual progress of site remediation
projects of various sites that the individual oversees. An EIS also opens new opportunities in
document tracking and decision management. These new functions allow senior managers,
especially the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer, to better monitor and
control the company performance and growth rate.
By examining the implementation of an EIS for the PA process, one can better
understand the different processes and technical difficulties facing the development of such an
information system. This prototype will also help developers and users better visualize the
benefits of such a system and allow users of the system to define improvements and changes to
better fit their needs. In addition, with a better understanding of the capability of an information
system, senior management can also make any necessary adjustment within their organizational
structure, workflow and other managerial domains to ensure the success of implementing the full
system.
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3.0 Executive Information System Design and Development
The need for a database-enabled information system is apparent in many applications,
especially when large amounts of data are involved. However, because of the growing interest
with respect to the usage of the Internet, simply developing a database-enabled system is often
not sufficient. It is also important that the system is Web-based so that stored information can
travel beyond local communication limitation, and support staffs, if applicable, all over the
world.
This chapter will first talk about what kind of database management system is there in the
market. Then it will explain how a database management system is designed. After that, it will
layout the design process of the Preliminary Site Assessment Executive Information System.
Before moving on to implementation, the chapter will examine the use of Web-based information
system and the planning of implementation process.
3.1 Database Management System
Today, most of the database management systems used by commercial applications are
based on one of four basic models: the hierarchical model, the network model, the relational
model and the object-oriented model.
3.1.1 Hierarchical and Network Models
Although hierarchical and network models are the older generation of databases, they are
still being used in many companies because the majority of mainframe computers from the late
60's and 70's use these models. Migrating from these legacy systems is costly and difficult.
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In general, both the hierarchical model and the network model make use of permanent
internal pointers to locate information. For example, record A will point to records B and C, and
records B and C will then point to something else. Because of this specific routing feature, the
process of changing and updating information in the database requires synchronization of all
inter-related pointers. Due to the fact that a long and complicated application code, usually in
COBOL, is required to run these models, maintenance of these systems is quite cumbersome and
difficult.
Since the 1980's, following the commercial debut of the relational model software,
hierarchical or network database systems have not been installed ever since. Companies use
relational databases model to implement new information systems. For those existing legacy
systems, companies try hard to migrate to new database models either by paying a lot or
abolishing the old one (Swadley, pp. 4).
3.1.2 Object-Oriented Model
Before discussing the relational model, a quick introduction of the object-oriented model
is needed. This is the next generation of database model. Borrowing form the object-oriented
programming concept, object-oriented database models are databases that support objects and
classes. Thus, they allow structured sub-objects. Each object has its own identity, or an object-id
(as opposed to a purely value-oriented approach), and its own properties. The model supports
methods and inheritance. It is also possible to provide relational operations on an object-oriented
database.
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The object-oriented model allows all the benefits of object-orientation, as well as the
ability to have a strong equivalence with object-oriented programs - an equivalence that would
be lost if an alternative were chosen, as with a purely relational database (Hathaway, 1996).
Although an extremely powerful model, there are still a few issues unresolved that slow
and stop the migration of this model into general use. First of all, the object-oriented model is
still undergoing a lot of development and improvement. Universities and research institutes are
still exploring the different possibilities of this model.
Secondly, because the market is saturated with the relational database model, none of the
object-oriented database software companies has been to appropriate a large segment of the
market in order to create a snow ball effect. Last but not least, people in the industry are not
familiar with the concept of object-orientation. Thus, before this model is accepted by the
industry, a radical change in thinking about the world, and how the world operates is needed.
Because the commercial world is not ready for the object-oriented model, the relational
model continues to dominate the world of database management system.
3.1.3 Relational Model
Information in the relational database model is stored in tables with columns and rows.
Columns define attributes, or fields; rows define records, or tuples. All cells belonging to the
same column must contain information of the same type ranging from integer, floating point
number, text, memo to a yes/no selection (Stanczyk, pp. 12).
There are also three different kinds of relationship, or a named directed mapping between
two tables: one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many relationship. The first one is the one-to-
one relationship, which means that a set of records in a table is mapped to only one set of records
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in another table. For example, the relationship between left and right hand is one-to-one, or at
least in most cases. The second one is the one-to-many relationship, which means that a record
can map to multiple records in another table. For example, parents with more that one child
demonstrate this property. The last one is the many-to-many relationship. An employee-project
relationship clearly demonstrates the type of mapping; each employee can be involved in
multiple projects while each project has a team of employees performing different tasks
(Stanczyk, pp. 19).
Another important feature of the relational model is the query. There are three major
roles for the query. One of them is to filter information in a set of records, by setting criteria, for
example, displaying only those sales that occurred in 1994. This allows users to narrow down
the information displayed, which improves searching time. Queries can also be used to combine
sets of records using one or several common fields. This is useful when the user wants to gain a
better insight into the information stored in the database. For example, the user can not only see
information about customers and sales people, but also about which sales person sold which item
to which customer, drawing data from many tables. The last function allows users to filter a set
of combined records (Stanczyk, pp. 109).
Different from other three models, because of the use of tabular structure and its natural
ability to provide an easy-to-use user interface, the relational model was quick to be adapted by
many different industries as the database standard. However, the most important feature of
relational model is that it has a well-structured theory governing the design of database
management system that object-oriented model does not have. The following section will go
into the design theory of a relational database management system.
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3.2 Relational Database Management System Design
Because most commercially available database systems use this model and the need to
make the system easier to interface with other commercial systems, Preliminary Site Assessment
Executive Information System (PAEIS) described here will be implemented using the relational
model.
3.2.1 Relational Database Design Methodology
Although easier than designing with other models, designing a relational database is not
exactly trivial. There are several rules for designing a good relational database that need to be
followed. These rules are discussed below.
3.2.1.1 One Piece of Data per Cell
First of all, each cell needs to contain one piece of data, and the user will never want to
use only part of that data. A good example is the Address field. An address is a piece of data.
However, there will be instances where the user will want to group address information by city
or by state. Therefore, the address is separated into street address, city, state, and zip code to
accommodate this anticipated need (White, pp. 66).
3.2.1.2 Meaningful Tables
Secondly, tables need to be meaningful. The table title not only has to describe the
content, but also set the limit on the contents. For example, the Employee table should not
contain information about projects that each employee is working on; likewise the Project table
should not have information about which employee is working on which project. Instead, the
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interaction between these two tables should be another table labeled Task for describing this
many-to-many relationship (White, pp. 70).
3.2.1.3 Primary Keys
Each table should have at least a key, which is a set of columns that picks out a unique
row from the table. A good example of a key is a key to identify a person. Using the last name
is not a good example of a key because of the possibility that many people might share the same
last name. As a matter of fact, even using all last, first and middle names is not error proof. A
specific personal ID is needed, and the social security number serves that purpose very
effectively, or at least in the US (Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 29). In cases when there are several keys
per table, the primary key should be the simplest one. For example, even if there will be no
repeat of names, using the social security number as the primary key is superior because users
can distinguish a record using only one field.
3.2.1.4 Tables Related with Foreign Keys
In general, using an extra table to build a relationship is specific for many-to-many
relationship. To build one-to-one and one-to-many relationships, tables can be related using
foreign keys. A foreign key is a column of key values in a table that will point to the primary
key of another table. For example, in the Employee table, a column labeled department will
consist of integer values between one and ten, while in the Department table, there will be nine
records each with a different DepartmentlD ranging from one to ten. Using this method, users
can build very interesting and useful relationships (Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 33).
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3.2.1.5 Eliminate Redundant Storage of Data and Empty Cells
In order to create efficient databases, redundant data storage and empty cells need to be
eliminated. In order to reduce redundancy, users can simply redesign the tables and relationships
(Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 14). Expanding on the employee-department example from 3.2.1.4, if
both employee and department tables include the name of departments, one can just remove the
column from the employee table and use query to get the department name.
Eliminating empty cells is more complicated. It may require the creation of several
different tables in order to minimize the number of empty cells on one table. For example, not
every employee has a mobile or secondary phone number. So, instead of assigning a mobile
phone number field to the employee table, the database designer can create a mobile phone table
with two columns: a column of foreign key containing the EmployeelD and a column giving the
mobile phone number. Users can use query to link these two tables together (Hawryszkiewycz,
pp. 20).
3.2.1.6 Normal Forms
The idea of normal forms revolves around relation keys and dependencies. There are five
different levels of normal forms; each form indicates a set of conditions that a table must satisfy.
A table achieves the first normal form when there is only one piece of data per cell. To reach the
second normal form, each non-key field in the table must depend on the whole key and not part
of the key. For example, in figure 3.2.1.6a, although Total Time depends on both PersonID and
ProjNo, Project Budget depends only on ProjNo. Figure 3.2.1.6b shows two tables of the same
information reaching the second normal form (Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 34).
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PersonlD ProjNo Project Budget Total Time
1 1 20 20
3 1 20 16
2 2 17 35
2 3 84 42
3 2 17 17
2 1 20 83
4 3 84 41
4 90
Figure 3.2. l.6a Project Data Table: Non Second Normal Form
ProjNo Project Budget
1 20
2 17
3 84
4 90
PersonlD ProjNo Total Time
1 1 20
3 1 16
2 2 35
2 3 42
3 2 17
2 1 83
4 3 41
Figure 3.2.1.6b Projects and Works Tables: Second Normal Form
The third normal form is achieved when no column depends on anything but the primary
key. In another words, none of the non-key field will depend on another non-key field. Figure
3.2.1.6c demonstrates the difference. The DOB of the Second Normal Form table can depends
on ProjNo and Manager; in the Third Normal Form tables, DOB only depends on Manager, and
then Manager only depends on ProjNo.
ProjNo Manager DOB ProjNo Manager Manager DOB
1 Joe Jan-63 1 Joe Joe Jan-63
3 Vicki Mar-57 2 Joe Vicki Mar-57
2 Joe Jan-63 3 Vicki Marilyn Jul-58
4 Marilyn Jul-58 4 Marilyn
Second Normal Form Third Normal Forms
Figure 3.2. 1.6c Comparison between Second and Third Normal Form
And finally, both fourth and fifth normal forms eliminate multi-value dependencies and
are beyond the scope of this information system (Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 43).
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3.2.2 Entity-Relationship Model
Having understood how to design a good database, one can then start to build one. The
most commonly used design method for top-level analysis is the Entity-Relationship Model (ER
Model). In general, the ER Model is a method of grouping and linking. Objects, or entities, with
similar properties are grouped into entity sets. Relationships will then govern the interaction
between these entity sets. Figure 3.2.2a shows an ER diagram (Hawryszkiewycz, pp. 85).
PersonID
DOB
Last Name
PersonlD
ProjectID
Hours-Spent
ProjectID
Budget
Figure 3.2.2a An ER Diagram: The rectagle indicates entity set and the
diamond indicates relationship. N and M indicate the relationship type;
if N and M are both 1, then the relationship is one-to-one; 1 and N
means one-to-many; N and M means many-to-many.
Ideally, each set in the ER diagram becomes a relationship. The conversion must satisfy
a few criteria. The most obvious one is achieving the highest normal form. Besides that,
preserving integrity constraints, or specific rules between the creation and existence of data, and
minimizing the number of relationships are also important.
3.3 Preliminary Site Assessment Executive Information System Database Design
The approach to designing the database system is to put aside the fact that this is an
Executive Information System and focus first on the tabulated raw data. These base tables
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contain information needed to fill out the PA Scoresheet. So, the initial step involves studying
relationships within and between PA Scoresheets.
3.3.1 Base Tables Design
Most relationships between tables in the scoresheet are one-to-one. This is because every
blank, every comment and every answer corresponds to one facility. This makes administrating
information within one record easier because a common ID can be used for all tables.
Relationships between scoresheets are more complicated. First of all, a site, defined as an area
of operation, consists of many facilities, a one-to-many relationship. Data integrity needs to be
enforced so that each facility belongs to a site. Furthermore, data integrity also needs to ensure
that scoresheet data are linked to facilities. Figure 3.3.1a shows the ER for these base tables.
SitelD
Site Info
Fac/SiteID
Info
Figure 3.3.1a Preliminary ER Diagram: one-to-one relationship between Facility
and Pathway information; one-to many between site and facility.
By further exploring the site information section of the scoresheet, it is clear that a site
can contain more than one prior spill. To reach the third normal form, the site information is
spilt into two. The same rationale can be applied to the facility information. A facility can have
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more than one suspected hazardous substance and spill source. Therefore, the facility
information is spilt into three. See Figure 3.3.1b for more details.
Figure 3.3.Ib General Site and General Facility Infomation ER Diagram
The executive information system selected two different pathways to implement: the
Ground Water Pathway (GWP) and the Surface Water Pathway (SWP). After carefully studying
the prescription and data for each individual pathway, a few issues need to be addressed. First, it
would take more than a hundred columns to map each pathway relationship, making data
management difficult. Thus, instead, each pathway has been broken down into several individual
sections according to the scoresheet. For example, the GWP is divided into General Information,
Suspected Releases, Primary Target, Private Well and Scoresheets. For a diagram of
relationships of the system, see Appendix B.
Second, there are a few one-to-many relationships embedded in these sections. For
example, in the GWP, a facility have four different private well impact analysis allocated with it
and one or more targets; in the SWP, a facility can not only have more than one Primary Target,
but also Drinking Water Threat and Food Chain/Environment Threat. Figure 3.3.1 c shows how
all the relationships have been resolved. There is no indication of specific relationship type
because it varies from one to another (1/1 for one-to-one and 1/N for one-to-many).
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Figure 3.3.1c GWP and SWP Sections: GWP contains General Information
(11fl), Primary Target (1IN), Private Wells (1IN), Suspected Releases (111),
and Scoresheet (111); SWP contains General Information (1/1), Primary
Target ( IN), Suspected Release (111), Drinking Water Threat (13), Food
ChainEnrvironment Threat (1/N) and Scoresheets (111)
3.3.2 Executive Information System Table
In addition to these base tables, a series of EIS tables has been build to record information
about the data in the base table. These EIS tables contain information such as the confidence
level assigned to the data, the person who filled out the field, the date, the information source and
any comment related to the field. Figure 3.3.2a shows how these data relate to the individual
section. See also Appendix B for sample tables and data sets.
FaclSecID or SitelD
Scoresheet Information
FaclSitelD or SiteID
AdditionallD if needed for one-to-many
FirlrelT
Date Complete Confidence Level
By Whom Source
Comment
Figure 3.3.2a EIS Tables: All EIS Tables follows the ER
diagram above. A few of them willbe different: including an
extra AdditionallD to combine with FaciSiteID to serve as
Primary Key. This is used whenever there is a one-to-many
relationship between General Facilty Information and individual
sections, such as Primary Target.
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3.4 Web-Based Information Systems
Unknown to most people, the Internet has been in place since the late 1960's. Because
this so called information highway was primarily designed for national defense against nuclear
attacks and academic research purposes, and was funded by the federal government, only
government agencies and selected universities initially had access to it. Although designed as an
opened system, the information flow was still in a closed loop.
In 1990, having sensed and recognized the potential and the growing commercial interest
of the Internet, Merit, IBM and MCI formed an organization called Advanced Network and
Services (ANS) to commercialize the Internet by upgrading the then-existed infrastructure of the
Internet to handle more commercial information traffic. This is the first sign that signaled the
growth of the Internet (Weingarten, pp.2).
Today, the most important area of the Internet is the World Wide Web (WWW), which is
a wide-area information retrieval initiative that aimed to give universal access to a large universe
of documents (Hughes, 1993). Many will argue that Centre d'Etude et de Recherche Nucl6aire,
CERN, with its WWW invention and Mosaic at National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, NCSA, kick-started the Internet. However, during the era of Mosaic, WWW is
still utilized mostly by academic and research institute (Salomon, 1996). It is not until 1993,
when Netscape, as a public company having had received lots of exposure at the time, introduced
the Navigator to the WWW, that the Internet went super-nova. Its affect was similar to the
impact that spreadsheet applications, such as Lotus 123, had on the personal computer industry;
the distribution of Netscape Navigator is definitely the single most important event that led to the
explosive growth of the Internet.
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3.4.1 Infro-Structure of the World Wide Web
The information flow structure of the World Wide Web (WWW) is based on the popular
client-server model. Information providers of the WWW deploy data by constantly running a
Web server application. The Web server will wait for requests for information through the
Internet from a Web client, which normally is a WWW browser tool such as Netscape Navigator
or Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Web clients communicate with Web servers using the HyperText Transmission Protocol
(HTTP). All Web clients and servers must be able to speak HTTP in order to send and receive
information. Because of this reason, Web servers are sometimes called HTTP servers. The
phrase "World-Wide Web" refers to the collective network of servers speaking HTTP as well as
the information available that uses the protocol (Hughes, 1993).
Beside HTTP protocol, there are numerous other protocols available for the transferring
of information. One of the more popular Internet protocols is File Transfer Protocol (FTP). This
allows FTP clients to view files on FTP servers. This make transferring of the entire directory or
a specific group of files easier.
3.4.2 Web Publishing with HTML
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the standard publishing language of the WWW.
HTML files contain not only the information people see on screen, but also connections
information to other documents. In addition, besides HTML files, these other documents can be
pictures, audio clips, video clips and applications. This makes the multimedia representation of
information possible, which is an attractive feature.
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HTML also drove the Internet in the beginning because of its ease of coding. HTML is
not a conventional computer programming language; rather, it is a scripting language, which uses
codes to indicate the formatting of text and graphics. For example, putting text in between <B>
and </B> means that the text will be bolded; putting text in between <I> and </I> means that the
text will be italicized.
Since the expansion of the Internet, there have been many improvements added to the
capability of HTML. These features include text alignment, bullet listing, table formatting and
most recently, framing. Framing is a way to divide the Web browser's area to present
information from different HTML files. The frame technology helps information to be organized
better and easier to access. However, because HTML is a scripting language, HTML homepages
present nothing more than simply information and formatting.
3.4.3 Web Programming with CGI Script, JAVA and Active X
Computer programmers first began tackling the programming limitation of HTML using
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programming. A CGI program is executed in real-time, so
that it can output dynamic information. However, since a CGI program is executable, it is
basically the equivalent of letting the world run a program on the server's system, which is not
the safest thing to do. Therefore, there are some security-precautions that need to be implemented
when it comes to using CGI programs. For example, allowing Web clients to access only a
certain directories of information on the server is one security protocol that can be implemented.
As long as the system allows the program to be executed, a CGI program can be written
in any programming languages such as C/C++, Fortran, PERL, TCL and Visual Basic. It only
depends on the availability of these software packages on the server's system. Out of those
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programming language mentioned, many people prefer to write CGI scripts using PERL or TCL,
since they are easier to debug, modify and maintain than a typical compiled programming
language such as C/C++ or Fortran.
However, since these CGI programs runs on the server's machine, they slow down the
performance of the system in general. Around 1995, the JAVA language was introduced onto
the Internet as a new way of Internet programming. As a matter of fact, JAVA has become the
standard programming language on the Internet. This is mainly because JAVA supports
advanced programming features such as object-orientated programming, multithread, network
programming, and graphical user interface design.
In addition, since the structure of JAVA closely resembles that of C++, which has been
the programming language of choice for the late 80's and 90's, JAVA was very quickly adopted
by the programming community. The most important feature of JAVA, however, is the fact that
JAVA programs are platform independent and run on Web clients.
Trying to gain market share and control over the growth of the Internet, Microsoft
developed ActiveX Control for its Internet Explorer. ActiveX is a network-centric solution
grounded in existing object linking and embedding (OLE) technology, which allows users to
leverage their investment in Windows-based client/server computing and create engaging
interactive applications for the Internet and intranets. In other words, ActiveX does pretty much
the same thing JAVA does, but is catered towards only Microsoft operating systems and the
Internet Explorer.
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3.5 Planning Implementation Process
Having finished designing the database, it is necessary to implement the system using a
database management system tool. There are many different tools available in the market
ranging from high-end products such as SAP R/3, through mid-range products such as Oracle
and Sybase, to low-end products such as Access.
High-end products are very expensive and difficult to implement. In addition, they
normally cover the entire operation process of a company such as accounting, budgeting,
workflow, employee management, etc. Therefore, they are beyond the scope of the information
system being setup here. Mid-range products are the ideal choice of platform because these
products are scaleable, expandable and relatively affordable. However, because this is a
prototype to study the applicability of the model being developed, a low-end system is brought in
to test quickly the design before the full implementation.
For the Preliminary Site Assessment Executive Information System, Microsoft Access 97
will be used to test the design to see if anything within the system needs to be changed and
improved. Afterward, the information system will be implemented using Oracle7.
In addition to setting up the database, in order for the system be accessible through the
Internet, a Web server needs to be run. To use the Publish to the Web Wizard for Access 97, the
server must be running the Microsoft Information Internet Server 2.0 or better, and the Web
pages must be viewed using Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 or better. Oracle also provides its
own Web server: the Oracle WebServer which will be used for the implementation of the system
on Oracle7.
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4.0 System Implementation Using Access 97
As mentioned in section 3.5, the Preliminary Site Assessment Executive Information
System (PAEIS) is first being tested using Access 97 before fuller implementation. The test
information system takes advantage of the graphical user interface and the Publish to the Web
Wizard of Access 97. This allows the system be implemented in a relatively short period of time
and therefore demonstrates tangible results.
4.1 Introduction to the Microsoft Access 97 Database Application
Access 97 uses the relational database abstraction to store information. Data are stored in
Access tables and are filtered and combined into Access queries. Access 97 provides two
different ways to create queries: SQL View and Design View. SQL View allows users with
Structured Query Language (SQL) experience to generate a query by typing query code in
directly. Although restricting the degree of complexity of query output, Design View simplifies
the query process by allowing the user to choose tables, to select specific fields, to set criteria
and to perform sorting in a user-friendly graphical interface environment. Since the Design View
automatically generates SQL codes, middle level users use the Design View for preliminary
design and switch to SQL view to implement more complex queries. Figure 4.1 a shows the two
different Views for a query under the test EIS for Preliminary Assessment.
Before the development of database forms, information was presented in tabular format.
The format is normally very hard to read and to understand. Therefore, to better present
information, Access 97 uses the form function. Forms can be generated using data from tables or
queries and presented in a user-defined format. Besides Text Box, List Box, Buttons, and
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Background Images, one of the newest functions in Access 97 Form is Tab Control. Using the
Tab Control function, the amount of information presented on a form is no longer limited to the
surface area. The function allows users to set up pages of tab to display additional information
within a form (Gates, 1996).
Figure 4.1 a Design View (above) and SQL View (below)
Finally, the most attractive function of Access 97 is the Publish to the Web Wizard.
Access 97 is capable of automatically generally 3 different kinds of Web exports: Hypertext
Markup Languages Pages (HTML), Internet Database Connector Pages (IDC) and ActiveX
Server Framework Pages (ASP). The HTML Pages option generates static HTML files. These
pages contain only information in the database at the moment of creation, and remain static until
the user exports another set of pages containing most recent information. The advantage of this
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option is that it has no specific World Wide Web (WWW) browser and server requirement. On
the other hand, both the IDC and ASP options generate dynamic pages, in that a connection to
the Microsoft Access database is created and maintained so Web pages are continuously updated.
The differences between the IDC and ASP systems are in software requirements and form
exporting. Although both options create dynamic forms, IDC creates forms in a datasheet
(tabular) view, while ASP creates an approximation of a form layout using ActiveX Layout
Control. Also, because of ActiveX, ASP supports record navigation, editing, inserting and
deleting (Gates, 1996). Figure 4.1b shows the Publish to the Web Wizard.
Figure 4.1b Publish to the Web Wizard
Although more powerful, software requirement makes both IDC and ASP options not
feasible. Besides having to run Microsoft Internet Information Server as a Web server for both
IDC and ASP, ASP specifically requires Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 as the browser tool.
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This is not a welcome feature, especially when sixty to seventy percent of Web browsers use
Netscape Navigator. Anyway, to generate dynamic and eye-pleasing output, ASP was chosen.
4.2 System Implementation Process and Result
Because of the easy access to information provided by Access 97, putting in the proposed
EIS tables was relatively simple. Figure 4.2a shows all the tables created for the information
system.
4Distancelntervals
AreaUnits
Confidence
EISSelect
GeneralFacilityInformation
GeneralSiteInfoFacilityHazSub
GeneralSiteInformation
GeneralSiteInformationPriorSpills
GFSI-FI-EIS
GFSI-FI-Type
GFSI-HS-EIS
GFSI-HS-Type
GFSI-PS-EIS
GFSI-PS-Type
GFSI-SE-EIS
GFSI-SE-Type
GFSI-SI-EIS
GFSI-SI-Type
GroundWater-Generallnformation
GroundWater-PrimaryTargets
GroundWater-PrivateWells
GroundWater-Scoresheet
GroundWater-SuspectedRelease
GW-GI-EIS
GW-GI-Type
GW-PT-EIS
GW-PT-Type
GW-PW-EIS
GW-PW-Type
GW-SR-EIS
GW-SR-Type
GW-SS-EI5
GW-SS-Type
HazardousSubstances
HazardousWasteStates
Investigations
InvestigatorInformation
SourceEvaluation
SourceTypes
SurfaceWater-EnvionmentalThreatSS
SurfaceWater-Generallnformation
SurfaceWater-HumanFoodChainSS
SurfaceWater-LikihoodofReleaseSS
SurfaceWater-PrimaryTargets
SurfaceWater-SuspectedRelease
SW-DW-EIS
SW-DW-Type
SW-ETSS-EI5
SW-ETSS-Type
SW-GI-EIS
SW-GI-Type
SW-HFET-EIS
SW-HFET-Type
SW-HF55-EIS
SW-HFSS-Type
Switchboard Items
5SW-LRSS-EI5
SW-LRSS-Type
SW-PT-EIS
SW-PT-Type
SW-SR-EIS
SW-SR-Type
5W-WaterBodies-DrinkingWaterThreat
SW-WaterBodies-HumanFd/EnvThreat
TypeofFacilitylOperations
VolumeUnits
WaterBodyTypes
Yes/No/Unknown
Figue 4.2a All Tables of Preliminary Site Assessment Executive Information System
There are also several functions in Access 97 that make record adding and editing easier.
First of all, Access 97 supports Lookup Wizard; thus, instead of typing in a value, users can
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select from a list. This list is created using an internal query. For example, in the EISSelect
Table, both fields are using the lookup function: the Site Name is looking up the Site Name field
in General Site Information, and the Facility Name is looking up the Facility Name field in
General Facility Information. The advantage in using this format is to avoid users typing in an
invalid name. See Figure 4.2b.
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Figure 4.2b EISSelect Table to EIS Switchboard Form
In the EIS Switchboard, the user can select any site or facility that is already in the
system, and further explore its properties. There are three List-All functions allowing users to
find out which sites and facilities are in the system. Specifically, the List All Facilities
Belonging to a Selected Site button will show all facilities in the site selected by the user in the
Site Name field. Then, there are two Show-Detail buttons that will display information, in
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Preliminan• Site Assessment
Facility i iNa
Ske Name
Figure 4.2c Preliminary Site Assessment Switchboard
Figuze 4.2d Surface Water Pathway
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forms, about the site or facility selected. Finally, the most important button of the system is used
to call information from the PA Scoresheet of the selected facility.
ph~ j~~ e~~~~~~~~~~......... ...~~~
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................. .. 
Facilly and Ste LF-I at hMMRDOD
. . . . . . . . . .
war Body
aWe Name
Primary
.. . ... 
Detel Informdion
TAser Body
Field Type
Confidence Level LTextbook Rater
Source aTHl a Source
Memo
ByWkom "ouzan D.te Comp.eted.06-May.94... 
_
Date Completed 0&ay9$%..............................
MliMN
Figure 4.2e EFecutive Infonnatoin System sample table
Inside each tab, there is at least one Detail Information button. Clicking on this button
will bring up another form showing the supporting information for data fields in the section. The
EIS form, including information about Confidence Level, Data Completed, By Whom, Source
and Comments is found here. This information will help whoever reviews the PA Scoresheet to
understand why the decision was made in a specific manner, or where the person gets his or her
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The PA Switchboard, shown in Figure 4.2c, has four different options: General Site
Information, General Facility Information, Ground Water Pathway and Surface Water Pathway.
Selecting either one of these will bring up a form displaying all the information stored about that
section. These section forms use Tab Control to allow access to all the information instead of
squeezing everything on a single form. Figure 4.2d shows the Surface Water Pathway form with
its six tabs.
-T-- --Vr~
information form. Figure 4.2e shows the EIS information of the Surface Water-Water Bodies-
Drinking Water Threat section of the PA.
Using Access 97 to test the EIS resulted in an easy and smooth implementation process.
However, problems did occur when using the Publish to the Web Wizard. The Microsoft
Information Internet Server and Active Page Server were installed on the Windows NT 4.0
operating system, and all sample-ASP files that came with these servers work correctly and
entirely. However, ASP pages of the PAEIS are not working; although the Wizard correctly
generates all forms in ASP format, many function used in Forms are not supported, for example,
tab control and scrolling. The only reliable way to avoid this problem is to generate tables,
which defeats the purpose of using a graphical user interface. As a result, the idea of deploying
the database through the Web using Access 97 alone, although not as pleasant as expected, it is
wholly feasible.
Appendix C contains screen shots of all forms of the PAEIS. They will demonstrate the
capabilities of PAEIS using Land Fill-1 of the Massachusetts Military Reservations as an
example.
4.3 Future System Development
Although the information system developed using Access 97 is limited to presentation of
information, the implemented database structure paves the backbone for any future development.
Here are four features that can be added easily: pop-up, project management, warning system and
Web deployment.
First of all, Access 97 allows the user to build event activities. One event is the
OnDblChick (on double chick). Using this event, the designer or administrator can set the
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information system up so that when a user double chicks on a field in a form, the system
automatically shows a table with the EIS information. Besides replacing the Detail Information
Button, this will also replace all EIS forms with one standard EIS form. This will keep the
database file smaller.
Secondly, since data in the database are dated in the EIS tables, adding project
management and analysis tools is relatively easy. For example, users of the system, particularly
senior managers can easily see how long it takes to complete a preliminary site assessment
project, or more specifically, a pathway investigation. It is also possible to determine the average
time needed to complete each field. With new information gathered by the computerized
information system, performance analysis can be conducted to determine the efficiency of people
filling out the forms and identify bottlenecks slowing the project down. This helps the company
to formulate solutions, such as providing extra information for bottlenecks and changing the
process to improve efficiency by grouping related questions together. In addition, using the fact
that blank cells indicate incomplete tasks and information research, it will be a simple job to
determine the progress of a project.
Thirdly, it is important to make use of the information that is already in the database. A
warning system takes a little bit more effort to implement because it involves macro and Visual
Basic coding. However, such a system would greatly benefit the EIS. The idea is that using
confidence level data for each field and some standard criteria, the information system will warn
and indicate likely trouble spots for users. For example, instead of going through the entire
scoresheet to look for mistakes, the senior manager will only look at fields flagged with warnings
either because the confidence level is low, or the value in the field is questionable.
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Last but not least, although the first attempt of simply exporting the database as ASP files
was not successful, there are other alternatives such as JAVA/JDBC, and CGI Script
Programming that can be investigated. Web deployment is important because of the growing
interest and its capability to expand and support beyond a local network. Besides, as long as
those Forms in the database do not use the advance Access layout functions, a reasonable
graphical user interface can still be developed for accessing the database over the Internet.
In general, this information system will assist upper management to better monitor
decision made by lower level employees. Senior managers can then focus on what they need to
be doing instead, which is managing, and not, for example, double-checking and approving.
This information system also can help to empower lower level employees by giving them more
responsibility and ownership of the process. In managerial terms, this is a positive thing for
organizational development (Hammer, 83-101).
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5.0 System Implementation Using Oracle
Today, Oracle owns more than 60% of the database market. Oracle7 Server, the flagship
product of the company, offers many more functions and capacities than Microsoft Access 97
does, for example, it can handle more simultaneous users manipulating a database, and it can
accommodate a much larger database. Therefore, Oracle7 Server is a mid-range to high-end
database software.
5.1 Installation of Oracle7 Server 7.3.2.2.0 for Windows NT 4.0
Because of its scale, the installation of Oracle7 is not as trivial as the installation of other
window products. However, since the Oracle7 Server that the executive information system
(EIS) is using is designed specifically for Windows NT 4.0, its Windows installation is relatively
easier than installing it on a mainframe computer.
Oracle Installer, the automated installation program, guides the user through the process
of installation. After asking for which directory to install Oracle, the Installer displays all of the
different installation options. For the system to work correctly, and in case of an expansion to
other Oracle products, a full installation options was selected.
During the full installation, the first question asked was which SQL*Net Protocol
Adapter is needed. SQL*Net is a messaging software that provides a way for the Oracle Server
and the Client to communicate over the network (Swadley, 20). Because the computer that
Oracle7 resides on is connected to the network using TCP/IP (Transfer Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol) protocol, the TCP/IP Adapter was selected. Next, the Installer asked for the
installation of SQL*Net V2.3, and again, in case of expansion, a full installation was selected
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here. Finally, to ensure correct installation, all options of Oracle7 Client and Server were
selected.
The Installer then asked whether the user wishes to install a Starter or a Replication
database. A Starter database is a set of files that is configured and ready for use with Oracle7; a
replication database is used for remote accessing. Since there will be no remote accessing at this
stage, the Starter database was selected. After that, a series of questions relating to the security
of the database, such as the supply of a password, was asked.
After th eabove steps came the installation of the Oracle WebServer. First, the
connectivity information, such as Host Name (tiller.mit.edu) and Port Number (9999), was
requested. Then needed security information, such as Username and Password, was requested.
An Oracle WebListener needed to be installed as well, which was set up using the same Port
Number (9999); the listener is similar to a door being opened to the outside world, waiting for a
request. Thus, it is the part of Web Server, or another other servers, that actually "listens" for
Internet requests.
Finally, before completing the installation, it was necessary to use SQL*Net to add a
database alias. This steps allows the database to be connected to remote databases. In order to
do this, the program needs to know the TCP/IP Host Name and the name of the database for the
installation.
5.2 Installation of Oracle Designer/2000 1.3.2 for Windows 95/NT 4.0
Developing a database management system using conventional Oracle7 tools, which are
generally text-based, is very difficult. Responding to this customer need, Oracle has developed a
set of tool known as Designer/2000 for developing sophisticated application. Although the
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system is normally used for client/server architecture application development and the current
EIS is not designed for such a task, Designer/2000's graphical user interface and its connection
to all other Oracle products makes it a great developing tool.
Fortunately, the installation process for Designer/2000 is similar to that for the Oracle7
Server. Therefore, with the use of the default installation options, the Oracle Installer does much
of all the thinking for the user and installs all parts of the program in the correct directories with
the right configuration. Figure 5.2a shows the Oracle Installer finishing the full installation
option.
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Figure 5.3b Repository Administration Utility
The Designer/2000 menu screen is displayed (see Figure 5.3a). The first step now is to
install a database. By clicking on the Admin Utility button, the user can choose Install from the
Repository Administration Utility (see Figure 5.3b). This will automatically install all necessary
files for a database. After that, the user can make use of all the different functions of Oracle7.
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5.3 Starting Oracle7 Server and Desginer/2000
After starting the Designer/2000 for Windows NT, the computer will ask the user for the
User Name, Password and a Connect String. Since the Connect String is only used when
connecting to a remote database, the field is left blank. Having entered the username and
password, the program asked for an Application System. The user can simply hit cancel for the
first time running it.
5.4 Using Oracle7 and Future Development
The first time Oracle was being installed on the computer, it was working fine, and
everything installed correctly. The author of this thesis managed to use Oracle 7 to generate the
General Site Information and General Facility Information table using some Oracle7
Designer/2000 tools. However, as the author decided to retrace the procedure of installation by
redoing the entire process - first uninstalled the current copy and then reinstalled the entire
package again, the installation failed. Therefore, only the experience of creating tables can be
recorded in this thesis.
Putting in tables is easy using exciting Designer/2000 tools: Entity Relationship
Diagrammer (ERD) and Database Design Wizard (DDW). ERD allows the user to draw actual
entity-relationship diagram into the computer, and the DDW will convert all entities and
relationships into tables, primary keys and foreign keys. Unfortunately, no screen shot was made
during the first run, so there will be no detail demonstration in this thesis on how to use ERD and
DDW. For more information on how to use Oracle7, there are lots of Oracle7 reference books on
the market; Oracle 7 Unleashed is used as the reference of this thesis.
The implementation of Oracle7 took much longer than Access 97. The installation of
Oracle7 alone took almost four weeks. Although the installation procedure mentioned earlier is
short and concise, getting Windows NT and the computer system ready for installation was a
lengthy process. Afterward, getting the actual installation to take place was also problematic. In
general, there were many trails and errors throughout the entire installation process. A more
structured technical installation plan could have helped.
However, learning how to work with Oracle7 takes a long time. Matter of fact, learning
each component of Oracle from classes offered by the Oracle Corporation takes about one to two
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weeks. These classes range from installation, database administration, database design, form,
SQL*Plus, etc. Because of this, using Oracle requires a larger investment up front. Of course,
once the user is a long way up on the learning curve, the possibilities offered by Oracle7 are
more or less limitless. In addition, the Oracle Corporation is committed to its product, and
upgrades with new functions are very frequently available.
5.5 Oracle7 versus Access 97
This section will not compare Oracle7 against Access 97. The scale of operation between
these two systems presented is too big of a difference. However, installing the Preliminary Site
Assessment Executive Information System (PAEIS), a part of Executive Information and
Decision Support System (EIDSS), on Access 97 and Oracle7 illustrates that the information
system is not limited to being installed onto any specific database management system. PAEIS,
or EIDSS in general, is a concept, not a specific system requiring specific software. As long as
the software package support the technical functional requirements of PAEIS, it can be used as
the platform.
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6.0 Managerial View of System Design and Development
This thesis, so far, has taken a rather technical approach towards the implementation of
the EIDSS. However, there are always two sides to system design and development processes:
technical and managerial. Without undermining the importance of technological issues or
trivializing the significant of managerial issues, the managerial view is isolated and presented in
this section.
6.1 Problem Statement Formulation
In the beginning of the design process, the project group met thesis supervisors and a
MMR expert to determine which process of the site remediation process, see figure 6.1a, can be
improved using information technology. The group was initially leaning towards processes
involving modeling, geographical information system and environmental engineering system
analysis. However, in the final analysis, the group selected the Preliminary Site Assessment
(PA) process because it is more information intensive and had relatively few existing systems in
the market. The PA also involves problem in many different areas ranging from information
gathering to automatic scoring capabilities.
Having decided to computerize the PA process, the group began researching this process.
Each individual was assigned a set of parameters to determine whether the information needed
for computerization was available in an electronic form or not. The result was quiet discouraging
because the majority of the information was not immediately available in electronic format.
Although there are a few exceptions, most relevant data are normally in paragraph format, which
is difficult for a data-based computer program to extract information from.
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6.2 Early System Design and Conceptualization
After a series of meeting, the group came up with a system that can make use of what is
currently available and possible. The system consists of two major modules: one will access data
that is known to be available in a standard form; another will require the user to select relevant
data from sources that the system points out. The first part, known as the Standardized Public
Access Database (SPAD), links to data that is available in a standard form on CD or on databases
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that are already on the Web. Since this data is in standard form, the system will be able to run
queries and actually retrieve particular figures from fields, wherever they are located.
The system will accommodate data in non-standard form in two ways. If the data is on
the web, then the system will have an intelligent search engine, which will point to, and allow the
user to, read the information. The user can then enter the information back into a local database,
known as the Standardized Pre-Defined Database (SPDD), where it will remain for later queries.
The user will also be able to enter information from books and articles into the database.
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Figure 6.2b Early Stage System Diagram
With links to all of this information, the user will be able to run queries of many different
types. When these queries are executed, the information obtained will be displayed for the user,
and then the user will be asked whether this query was made simply for browsing, or for actual
decision making. If the query was made for decision making, the information that was given to
the user, where that information was taken from, when it was taken and what decision it was
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taken to support will all be recorded in a separate local database, known as the Executive
Information System Database. This database can be accessed independently to determine the
origin of any information that was used for a particular decision.
Figure 6.1b shows modules and information flow of the system. The system then slowly
evolves to become the current system, as shown in figure 2.4a. EIS remains an EIS in EIDSS.
The SPAD becomes the Data Store Search Engine. The intelligent search engine becomes the
Internet Search Engine. Finally, although not fully implemented, the Cross-Site Comparison
Database System uses a localized database to help also provide in the decision making process.
6.3 Alternative Managerial Design Approach
From the technology point of view, EIDSS is a good system because it successfully
implemented the PA process using information technology. However, from the managerial point
of view, the design and development process is not ideal at all. The PA process was initially
presented and interpreted as a technology problem, and because of this, the group quickly
decided on an information system capable of solving associated technical problems such as data
searching and manipulation. Obviously, the overall problem was trivialized; the computerized
PA processes also presents a business problem for an environmental engineering company
because the information system will eventually alter how business is conducted. Isolating it as a
technology issue undermines the potential of the system.
6.3.1 Decentralized Design versus Centralized Design
The group decided to split up and explored different computer technologies. To maintain
consistency, before splitting up, the group had already decided on a universal platform. The
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information system will use JAVA as the graphical user interface for its client/server and Internet
capabilities, Oracle as the underlying database system and JDBC as the interface between the
user, the local database and databases on the Internet. As soon as each individual explored
different options of implementation, however, the process became decentralized. In the end,
JavaScript was used for the graphical user interface; JDBC and ODBC (Open Database
Connection) were both used for the Data Store Search Engine; Access 95 was used to implement
the Cross-Site Comparison Database System; Access 97 was used to implement the EIS.
The consolidation of all these different parts of the system would have taken probably
another four months. Consolidating these systems would involve problems from not only the
native system, but also problems between each system. Information systems need to be
implemented in a centralized environment because system development is no longer as trivia as
buying a monitor, a CPU and a keyboard and plugging them into each other. Modem day
information systems involve networking, security, software compatibility, etc.
In addition, due to the complexity, the implementation process needs not only a system
design plan, but also an integration plan if, in fact, different parts are using different products, or
different developers are working on different modules of the system. A decentralized design will
work as long these plans exist and are followed. However, the EIDSS group did not have a
system design plan. Having decided that different parts would have been connected, the group
should have studied immediately how they could be connected.
6.3.2 Technology Focus versus Business Focus
Immediately after having chosen the Preliminary Site Assessment as the primary focus of
the project, the group made another mistake. The entire project was designed to last less than
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four months. When the author of this thesis suggested the splitting, the period was not supposed
to last for more than three weeks. This process was meant to give each member some time to
become familiar with information and computer technology. However, because members of the
group became attached to technology, whether it was fascination or confusion, this process went
on for almost two months, and in case of two systems, almost three. This significantly reduced
the time spent on actually developing business functions for the system.
Although after a month of splitting, the author of this thesis attempted to reconsolidate
the design process and redirect the focus towards business functions, the rest of the group
decided that it would be best that each individual worked on his or her module first and
consolidate the software later. What the group failed to realize at that point was that not only the
consolidation would be very difficult, the capability of functions of the system would be limited.
The group should have kept a more neutral approach. A good balance between
technology and business would have helped the group to focus on the real problem and to find
the right solution. The group would have discovered that there are a few business functional
requirements that an environmental engineering company demands from an information system.
In the end, instead of coming up with solution to present and display information, the group
could have developed systems that would assist, for example, the workflow management, project
control and scheduling, finance and accounting system, etc. during the Preliminary Site
Assessment process.
6.3.3 Temporary Problem versus Actual Problem
Although the system design addressed the issue of data very effectively, the group put too
much emphasis on data during the design process. Besides focusing initially on finding available
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information, the group also focuses on data manipulation and related technology. These can be
classified as temporary information system problems.
There are two types of temporary problems. One type arises when the installed
information system fails to address a specific area of interest. The problem is temporary because
it can be addressed by building a new module to the system. Another type arises when a whole
new information system is put in place. When installing an information system, if the focus was
to address, automate or computerize the existing process, then those problems addressed will
most likely be temporary. This is because the scope of the information system normally involves
more than one obvious process.
In the case of the EIDSS, obvious problems are computerized data presentation,
electronic format storage, and some automated calculation tools. These functions involve
relatively simple planning for implementation because all procedures and processes have been
defined. However, this is only the beginning of solving a larger problem. The ultimate problem
of an environmental engineering company could be managing site remediation progress and
processes. If this actual problem were to be solved using an information system with a new
reengineered process (Hammer, 83), temporary problems would be solved either because they are
vital parts of the new system, or they become unnecessary.
Redundantly, EIDSS addressed both problems. The Internet Search Engine and Data
Store Search Engine of the decision support portion used the Internet to find information.
However, the implementation of both the Cross-Site Comparison Database System (CSCDS) and
the Executive Information System (EIS) eliminated the need for those systems. Both CSCDS
and EIS addressed the user interface problem by using the graphical user interface provided by
the database software, solved the problem of storage, and provided means to view information.
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In addition, the software package is capable of linking to remote databases using any kind of
protocols such as TCP/IP, which addresses the linking problem. Web client software can also be
connected to the database easily. And, on the issue of using the Web to deploy information, both
Access 97 and Oracle have the capability of acting as a WebServer.
Therefore, it is more important to solve the actual problem, instead of prancing around
the current process for immediate solution. Sometimes, an immediate solution will actually be
the limiting fact for the company to grow.
6.3.4 Bleeding Edge Technology versus Leading Edge Technology
Some of the implementation problem is caused by the usage of bleeding edge
technologies, which are technologies in beta testing or at the end of the development stage. The
attempted implementation of JDBC is a good example.
JDBC classified the part of the JAVA language used for database connectivity and
manipulation; it is an alternative to ODBC, a standardized database communication tool provided
by Microsoft. At the time of studying its capabilities, JDBC sounded promising, offering all
functions the system needed such as remote database access. However, it was introduced into the
database and Internet community in December 1996. Many software companies, such as Oracle,
talked about having JDBC drivers available in late February or early March, but that never
happened. In addition, the developer of the JDBC part had problems not only with the interface
between GUI, database and remote database, but also the JDBC language itself. In the end, the
developer settled with a more conventional technology of ODBC, and coupled it with some
JDBC.
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Bleeding edge technologies might be wonderful on paper, however, the network of
support for these technologies is not yet established, as is the case of JDBC. There will be
limited support during the implementation process and might be a damaging factor. Another
thing is that most of these technologies are developed by startup companies. There is no
guarantee that they will still be in business after some time either because of fierce competitions
in the industry, or because the startup is bought out by a major. Leading edge technologies are
safer because they are proven technologies supported by well-established companies, and they
are not, by any standard, obsolete. For example, using JAVA and JDBC to do electronic
commerce on the Web is bleeding edge technology, but using HTML and CGI-BIN, although a
two-year old technology, is still leading edge. Of course, using e-mail to transfer invoices is
obsolete. Therefore, it is more important to select a doable technology and not to get too excited
over new ones, especially when new technologies come out every week or day.
6.4 Non System-Related Potential Improvements in Development Process
To summarize the previous section, information systems need to be design according to
the perfect world scenario. Assuming that there are no technological limitations, business people
will first come up with what they want to see happening on the screen. After that, the list of
business functional requirements is then brought to technologists for implementation. Since the
development of the system will be based on a set of requirements, when the information system
is completed, it will not be missing some critical functions, or something the business people
want. From the point of view of technologists, instead of immediately passing judgement on
whether the system is possible or not, they will try to solve it. And in most case, a solution can
be found, and the information system can be implemented.
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This approach relies on two groups of very important people: technologists and the
business people, and business technologists. All these groups need to be involved in the
development process to ensure the development of a successful information system.
6.4.1 Technical Knowledges from Technologists
Technologists are important because of their technical knowledge. There are roughly
three kinds of them: the pioneer, the specialist and the generalist. Pioneers are those technology
gurus who constantly check out new products and get really excited over program specifications.
They are the people who bring bleeding edge technology to the company. Specialists, on the
other hand, are those who understand only a set of specific software or hardware and believe that
they can solve all problems with those tools. Both of these groups should be avoided because the
solutions they provide are often not reliable.
Pioneer's solutions, involving bleeding edge technologies, are unstable as described
earlier. Although specialist's solutions, generally leading edge technologies, might seem more
reliable because of established support system, there are personal hidden agenda to these
solutions. Since specialists only work with a few specific products, they have developed tight
bonds with them. For example, Oracle database developers will constantly push a company to
migrate to use Oracle not necessarily because it is the best, but because that is what they know.
There is also a danger that a specialist will bring obsolete technologies into the company.
However, pioneers and specialists are good sources of technical information. They can
provide useful information for the development team to consider. The leader of the technology
development team should be a generalist. Generalists are technologists who have broad
understanding of existing technologies, but have no special tie to any specific one, while still
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open to news bleeding edge technology. These people can provide an objective view of
implementation that focuses on the system, and not on choosing brands; they focus on the
implementation of the system, but not the implementation of an individual, specific tool.
EIDSS would have benefited greatly from some inputs of generalist because selections of
technology by the group were based on what was hot, and what each member wanted to learn.
The group should have picked technologies that addressed the problem instead.
6.4.2 Business Functional Requirements from Business People
Inputs of business people are important because they are people who ultimately use the
system. Using the old design and development process, technologists often imposed functions
they think the business people should need. The truth is that no one knows better about what
functions are needed but business people themselves.
Although EIDSS was designed to solve problems for an environmental engineering
company, there was virtually no involvement of any kind from the industry. Supervised by
environmental engineering experts, the procedures of the PA process was implemented correctly.
However, the system failed to address business problems, or explore potential functions. Even
the current EIS was limited to just the presentation of information and the storage of executive
information. Had there be more conversations with company executives, the future development
portions described in section 4.3 might actually be a reality already.
6.4.3 Project Leadership from Business Technologists
The problem is that technologists and business people talk in different languages during
meetings in order to impress each other. Bringing these people together will be the job of a
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business technologist, who is responsible for overseeing the implementation. This person, in
most cases a Chief Information Officer or a technology director, will make sure that the system is
installed correctly and is given proper maintenance and upgraded, and employees are adequately
trained to use the system. This person needs to also study the impact the system has on the
company and formulate appropriate action, such as compensation adjustment and organizational
restructuring. Business technologists can come from two backgrounds: managers with an
interest in information technology or computer scientists with a business sense.
These people are difficult to find. This is true, particularly when neither business schools
nor engineering schools are producing them. Engineering schools are busy graduating computer
science students who probably spend the rest of their life programming, and business schools are
busy graduating business management students who probably retire when they reach 40. Unless
one of these technical people becomes enlightened and goes to a business school for training in
business management, or vice versa, finding good business technologists will continue to be
difficult.
Fortunately, new programs, such as Management Information System and Information
Technology, continue to grow in higher education institutions. Both business schools and
engineering schools are beginning to understand the importance of both business and technical
skills in this Information Age.
6.5 Business and Information Technology Strategies
Another important issue during the design and development process is the issue of
strategies. Besides successfully implementing the system, it is also important that the investment
is not wasted. There must be a business strategy that coexists with the information technology
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strategy, which includes everything mentioned in section 6.0, because this will give the company
a clear direction and objective.
6.5.1 Introduction to Strategy
It was a very simple question every company needs to ask itself: what is the company's
business and information technology strategy in order for the company to stay competitive?
There used to very easy answers. For example, companies in the financial service industry need
to become more customers oriented and services driven. Companies around the world are taking
full advantage of new advances in computer technology and incorporating information system to
deliver information faster and more accurately to their customers and employees.
There are different definitions of the term strategy. Conventional ones are, for example,
how the company positions itself to target different segments of the industry, or how the
company was information systems to enhance company performance. However, according to
what Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor, pointed out in his "What is Strategy?"
article in the Harvard Business Review, Nov/Dec 1996, and his lecture on April 14, 1997 at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, none mentioned above is strategy. Every one of them is
operational effectiveness, which is simply a way for the company to catch up to the best practice.
Although unconventional and controversial, there are some truths to his argument, and it is
especially true in the process of developing and implementing an information system.
6.5.1 Definition of Strategy
As suggested by Professor Porter, it is not a strategy if it is something that each company
needs to do. Using an information system is needed in today's fast pace of information intensive
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commerce. Such changes are essential for a company to stay competitive or to achieve the best
practice. He suggested that strategy is something that a company deliberately does so that it can
achieve a different outcome than others in the industry. For example, deliberately avoiding a
specific class of customer to cut spending, or deliberately choosing a business model or process
that is not at all efficient, but targeting a specific set of customers. Strategy is about making a
choice. However, strategy, more importantly, involves tradeoff (Porter, 1996).
Porter explained that when a company is able to improve performance, quality, etc.
without tradeoff, the company is still catching up, trying to achieve the best they can be and
pushing to reach the outer limit. Illustrated by a production possibility frontier diagram used
frequently by economists, this phenomenon is natural. When a company is inside the frontier,
there is still room to improve by moving upward and rightward towards the frontier. This is the
same as improving performance of both categories without tradeoff. However, when a company
is on the frontier, moving alone the frontier requires tradeoff. Only when the company decides to
move from a point on the frontier to another can this be considered a strategy (Porter 1996).
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Figure 6.5.2a Illustration of Production Possibility Frontier
A strategy is not only measured by its output performance or revenue generation, but
most importantly, by its sustainability. Strategy needs to be designed so that it is not easily
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copied. In another word, if a company first did something that is then copied by a competitor,
chances are that is not strategy; that is probably another move toward best practice. For a
strategy to be sustainable, the change a competitor goes through during its implementation must
not only be dramatic, but in most cases, unbearable. For example, when a small overnight
shipping company does only deliveries among large cities such as New York, San Francisco and
Chicago, this company can charge a lower price since it has less overhead and much less
operating cost. A large shipping company, such as Federal Express and United Parcel Services,
will not copy this procedure not because the business is not profitable, but because they cannot
bear giving up hundreds of millions of revenue stream from shipping deliveries all over the
world. This natural barrier of entry is what keeps the strategy sustainable (Porter 1996).
6.5.3 EIDSS Business Strategy
Besides all of the strategic items mentioned earlier for the design and development
process, there is a more ambitious goal for developing the EIDSS. Since there is a serious lack
of information systems in the environmental engineering industry, the strategy for EIDSS as a
software package to capture the market is by setting an architectural standard. Although there
are some standards such as USGS database and chemical substance tables, they are not being
used as data sources for information systems, but by naked eyes. Because people read through a
table to find the information they need instead, the table structure is nowhere new optimal form
for conversion to database. Therefore, it is much easier to create a standard in this case.
Many will question, however, the decision of introducing a new architecture; the idea is
probably too bold and too far a stretch. However, since there is no better way and no competing
standard, there is no reason not to. Similarly, during the dawn of the Microsoft's empire of
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operating system, Bill Gates created the MS-DOS disk operating system instead of going to
Apple Computer and asking to use its system (Carroll, 92). Also, to put things into perspective,
Gates actually had to compete against a standard, but the EIDSS will not. So, why should the
strategy be less than setting the standard?
The EIDSS will target all level of environmental engineering practices, from large
government agencies or private corporations to small regional companies. In addition, besides
selling the tools, EIDSS will also sell data. With an established system and data architecture,
compiling and distributing data is very important because a good system without good data is
just an ordinary system. It is like a sport's car; no matter how good it looks outside, it is the
engine that counts. Besides, providing data also locks in customers to the product and makes
switching cost unbearable. For example, imagine all computers in an office will need to be
changed to Intel-based Microsoft-driven platform from Macintosh. This will require changes to
hardware, software, support staff and many other factors.
Therefore, the EIDSS can be packaged as a software tool. Owning both the architecture
and data standards and the data, the EIDSS will be able to provide the tools and the information
for an environmental engineering firm to compete; keeping them on the system will increase the
profit margin of the product.
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7.0 Conclusions and Future Recommendations
This thesis presented the development of an executive information system to support
senior management in making better and faster decisions during the Preliminary Assessment
(PA) phase of the Superfund process. Technically, there are four aspects of the Executive
Information System (EIS) and the overall Executive Information and Decision Support System
(EIDSS) requiring further resolution: the availability of information, the technology used, its
expandability, and the potential impacts of this system on the Superfund process.
Managerially, companies implementing EIDSS or other similar information system need
to focus on these following three areas to ensure successful implementation: complementary
business and information technology strategy, understanding business functional requirements
and organizational impact statements and structure changes.
7.1 Availability of Information
Information is the most important part of this system. Although information exists in the
environmental engineering industry, these data are not standardized, which make using the
information impossible. First of all, not all data are in electronic forms. Paper remains to be the
primary storage of information in the industry. This make the implementation of the two search
engines very difficult because the capability of computer, using artificial intelligence,
understanding text documents is not readily available yet. This means that all these data need to
be stored in database format, or table or spreadsheet format.
Even if these data are readable electronically, most environmental engineering related
databases on the Internet are developed by individual company, state or city. These databases are
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developed to fit the specific purpose of running efficiently and correctly on the one platform that
the individual organization uses. This is a mess when the EIDSS need to access databases from
different organization. For example, water well information is stored for most cities in the
United States. However, like the case of MMR, when the scope of the project covers more than
one city, this requires all water well databases of these cities to have the same format so that
EIDSS can send the same query to them. Because of this, the current EIDSS is limited greatly
by region and by database similarity. Having offices and projects all over the United States, an
environmental engineering company will not benefit from the system at all unless the databases
are in standard format, or the system can handle different data formats.
Another concern of information comes from inside the organization. Studies previously
done for preliminary site assessment or all other processes are generally stored in paper format.
This makes the initial implementation of the Cross-Site Comparison Database System and the
EIS very difficult. Either the company has to start with a blank database, or has to hire someone
to enter all the paper information into the new information system. Starting with blank database
will cut the initial performance of the system, but re-entering information will take a long time.
However, the system will benefit in the long run of the input of PA scoresheets since it will be
able to use for following projects.
7.2 Technology Issues
A number of technology-related issues arose during the system's development. These
issues restricted some aspects of the current system, but advancements in the tools used are
anticipated, so future systems should not face such restrictions.
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7.2.1 Data Source
For the EIDSS as a whole, there were many obstacles encountered in trying to connect
the scoresheet pages on the Web to the data source itself. A large part of this was because the
development of the Data Store Search Engine uses primarily Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC). The system currently requires that the program executing the query on the data source
and the data source itself to be located on the same server. So, when more sources are gathered,
either a program must be installed at the location of each data source, or all of the data sources
must be brought on to a single server. This significantly reduces the portability of data sources,
and requires a large local database storage capacity.
Using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) for the Data Store Search Engine, however,
would eliminate this requirement. There could be one query program located on a server that is
easily accessed by system administrators, and the data could be stored anywhere, as long as they
are in the correct format and their owners give the system access permission. Although JDBC is
still in early release stage, it will definitely be more reliable within a year, so the possibility of
using a more robust system is conceivable in the near future.
7.2.2 Linking the EIS with the DSS
Currently, the EIDSS consists of two separated entities: Executive Information System
(EIS) and Decision Support System (DSS). The EIS is the information system discussed in
section 3, 4, and 5. The DSS consists of information systems described in section 2.4, including
Web-enabled graphical user interface, Internet Search Engine, Data Store Search Engine and
Cross Site Comparison Database System. Because all these systems are developed on different
platform, the integration of these parts was also restricted by the available technology. However,
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again, these restrictions will likely disappear in the near future, as the technology matures, and
the development is based on the same platform.
The basis of the EIS is a local database, which resides on the same machine as the Web
pages that the user accesses. Each user's decisions from the DSS are recorded on this database
for later examination. The DSS links data sources in three different forms: an Internet Search
Engine locating possible relevant data locations in non-standard form, a Data Store Search
Engine retrieving data that is known to exist from standardized data sources, and a Cross-Site
Comparison Database System allowing retrieval of data from previously filled out scoresheets.
More database types, however, are becoming easier to connect to through the use of tools that
easily display query results or table values on a Web page. This facility makes the inclusion of
EIS access from a DSS link very easy to implement. The versatility and reliability of these Web
connections, however, is not yet established, though is also expected to be so in the near future.
7.3 Expandability beyond the Preliminary Site Assessment Phase
Due to the scope of the project, the Executive Information System is currently limited to
the Preliminary Assessment phase. Using the same principle of combining a document-like user-
interface and a database management system, however, a similar executive information system
could be designed and used in other steps of the Superfund process. This expanded system
would then allow users to easily refer to, and use, information from various Superfund process
steps throughout their work on a particular site.
In addition, expanding beyond the scope of just focusing on senior executive, the
information system can also be designed to link to other company's functions such as finance
and accounting, project management and learning or knowledge transfer. It can also be linked to
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GroupWare software such as Lotus Notes to provide mailing list capability, discussion group and
other workflow related functions. This can greatly increased the communication between
employees of the company.
7.4 Impact of the System on the Preliminary Assessment Process
This EIS provides numerous advantages to its users at the level of a senior executive, and
the EIDSS provides the same for the entire company. First of all, the supporting documentation
needed to monitor and keep track of the Superfund PA process will be greatly reduced. All
information related to site remediation can be stored electronically along with the bibliographical
information. In addition, if there is more than one person scoring a certain site, much of the
confusion accompanying trading the papers and other documentation will be eliminated by the
accessibility of the forms over the Internet. Anyone with permission who needs to access the
information can do so from any office using a desktop computer, or from the field using a laptop.
It is also much faster to answer managerial related questions using the system, than to manually
search out documentation stored in many different locations and forms.
Also, on a management level, this system provides many advantages to executives by
having greater accountability both to the people filling out the scoresheets and the sources being
used for the information entered into these scoresheets. Recording the source, date and time of a
particular decision can greatly simplify the assessment process if particular decisions or sources
need to be questioned. Indeed, the system can even be used to identify the engineers most
efficient at filling out the scoresheets, have them share their insight and knowledge and reward or
promote them accordingly.
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7.5 Complementary Business and Information Technology Strategy
First, the company needs to have a vision. Whether it is achieving economics of scale,
becoming low cost provider, developing strategic alliances, becoming service innovator or
positioning for greater risk assumption, a well-defined vision will give the company a much
easier time to define its strategy. It also provides company employee a target to work towards.
Then, from the vision, it is important that a company has both business and information
technology strategy that are driven by the business and technology environment. This gives the
entire company a common vision of what needs to be done, and how to do it. However, it is not
enough just to have strategies. It is important that a company has strategies that complement
each other because if they are not, they will be taking the company towards two different
directions, damaging the effectiveness of the company as a whole. The complementation is
achieved by the information technology strategy becoming the strategic alignment of business
strategy, receiving business needs and providing business enablers. This way, since the
communication channel between two functions is established, a more coherent solution is
formulated.
In addition, a good information technology should challenge business strategy since the
information technology environment changes more rapidly than the business environment. This
will keep the company's business strategy always on the leading edge.
7.6 Understanding of Business Functional Requirements
A new computer technology comes out to the market almost every week. Many
companies jumped on to these new technologies and made huge mistakes. Therefore, to better
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understand a good information technology implementation, a better understanding of reasons of
migration, or business functional requirements, is needed.
Migration from one information system to the other is an effort for companies to re-
balance three fundamental criteria for choosing a platform: convenience, cost and speed. These
migrations are often driven, however, not by changes of functional requirements. It is all too
often that a sales team's power of persuasion and the technology division's eagerness to try new
things and gadgets determine the direction of information technology strategy.
For example, in the database software technology, companies such as Oracle and Sybase
have provided reasonably reliable services. However, over the past few years, System
Application Product Data Processing (SAP) has actively promoted its new product SAP R/3
system, and has become the fastest growing database application posting more than 100% growth
annually. Yet, implementation of SAP has been proved costly and difficult, and in most cases,
the improved performance did not make up for the difference. Of course, these migrations will
not be the last. In a year or two, these hardware and software systems will be obsolete and a new
group of sales teams and technical people will convince companies and users to change again.
Because of all these smoke screens, chief executive officers (CEO's) and chief
information officers (CIO's) need to have the ability to protect the company in this environment.
The most important one is the ability to focus on system design and development, and not
choosing brands. A good system design and information technology strategy will work with any
software packages. Designs of systems could not be determined by the pre-defined procedure of
any software package, but according to functional requirements layout by operation units. Since
the computer industry reshapes itself to accommodate new interests and new demands, there will
always be new products targeting those specific needs. Companies should focus on defining or
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redefining of their business objective and functional requirements instead of having technologists
of vendor telling then how to run a business.
7.7 Organizational Impact Statements and Organizational Structure Changes
Before implementation, information system and business personnel will have to perform
Organizational Impact Statements. This will give the CEO and senior management a better
understanding of consequences of the information system resulted not only from the technology,
but also the company culture. Doing so will help the company to better define the scope and
goal of the information system and to better manage human resources.
For example, since the role of site investigator changed, there must be some reflections in
the compensation system. With increased responsibilities, employees need to be compensated
for additional stress and extra effort going into their new contribution. Otherwise, there will be
no incentive for them to change. Of course, the company also has to invest in employees'
training or re-training programs so that they know how to use the system.
Another area is the company structure. There needs to be a clear definition of scope of
work between investigators and managers since decision responsibilities belonged originally to
management have now shifted to investigators. Their scopes of work need to be re-defined on
paper to avoid ambiguity and conflict.
People are extremely important while designing and developing the information system,
and senior management needs to keep that in mind. Inputs needs to be drawn from all level of
personnel for the organizational impact statements because it is very difficult to predict how deep
and wide the information system will penetrate.
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7.8 Final Thoughts
Although this information system is currently limited by certain constraints, it has great
overall potential to assist in the Superfund process and companies' project management process.
Information system will no longer be limited to analysis and design. It will change how
information is being used in the Preliminary Site Assessment process, and also many other
aspects of operations in a company. Information will become a vital part of a successful
environmental engineering firm, which will transform how the entire industry does business.
Therefore, the further development and implementation of the Executive Information
System and the Executive Information and Decision Support System will help the environmental
engineering industry to catch up to other industries such as financial services and manufacturing
in the use of information technology for mission critical and value added operations.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Preliminary Site Assessment Scoresheets under CERCLA
OMB Approval Number: 2050-0095
Approved for Use Through: 1/92.
PA Scoresheets
Site Name:
CERCLIS ID No.:
Street Address:
City/StatelZip:
Investigator:
Agency Organization:
Street Address:
City/State/Zip:
Date:
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LNSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORESHEETS
Introduction
This scoresheets package functions as a self-contained workbook providing all of the basic tools to
apply collected data and calculate a PA score. Note thata computerized scoring tool, PA-Score," is
also available from EPA (Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Directive 9345.1-11). The
scoresheets provide space to:
* Record information collected during the PA
9 Indicate references to support information
* Select and assign values t*scores'l for factors
* Calculate pathway scores
* Calculate the site score
Do not enter values or scores in shaded areas of the scoresheets. You are encouraged to write notes
on the scoresheets and especially on the Criteria Lists. On scoresheets with a reference column,
indicate a number corresponding to attached sources of information or pages containing rationale for
hypotheses; attach to the scoresheets a numbered list of these references. Evaluate all four pathways.
Complete all Criteria Lists, scoresheets, and tables. Show calculations, as appropriate. If scoresheets
are photocopy reproduced, copy and submit the numbered Pagem (right-side pages) only.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Site Description and Operational History: Briefly describe the site and its operating history. Provid,.
the site name, ownerloperator, type of facility and operations, size of property, active or inactive
status, and years of waste generation. Summarize waste treatment, storage, or disposal activities thathaveor may have occurred at the site; now also if these activities are documented or allgeed. Identify
probable srurme types and prior spills. Summarize highlights of previous investigations.
Probable Substances of Concern: List hazardos substances that have or may have been stored,
handled, or disposed at the site, based on your knowledge of site operations. Identify the sources to
which the substances may be related. Summarize any existing analytical dat concerning hazardous
substances detected onsste, in releases from the site, or at targets.
A-2
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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I tmrobabI. Substancessil Cancem.
* (raviousinaivestigations, analytical d~ata
GENERAl. INFORMATION lontlnuedl
Sihe Sketch: Prepare a sketch of the site (freehand is acceptable). Indicate all pertinent features of
the site and nearby environs, Including: - wasts sources, buildings, residences, access roads, parking
areas, drainage patterns, water bodies, vegetation, wells, sensitive environments, etc.
A4
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GENERAL INFORMATION (contlnusd)
Site Sketch:
(Show all pertinent features, indicate sources and closest targets, Indicaoe north)
A-5
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|l .... • . . _• • ... .Site Sketch:
(•ow all pertinent feotures, indicate 
sources and closest 1wLrgetJ, indica[e 
north|
SOURCE EVALUATION
* Number and name each source (e.g. 1. East Drum Storage Area, 2. Sludge Lagoo, 3. Battery Pile).
* Identify source type accoring to the list below.
* Describe the physical character of each source le.g.. dimensions, cOmtentS. waste types, containment,
operating history).
* Show waste quantity IWO) calculations for each source for appropriate tiers. Refer to instructions opposite
page eand PA Tables ar and lb. Identify waste quantity tier and waste characteristics IWCP factor category
score Ifor a site with a single source, according to PA Table It ). Decermine WC from PA Table lb for the sum
of soruce WOr for a multple-source site.
* Attech additional sheets it necessary.
* Determine the site WC factor category score and record at the bottom of the page.
Souses Type Desariptions
M: so enginared (by exagation or construction) or natural hole in the ground into whi@h wastas 
have been
dispend by backfilling, or by ountemporaneous soil deposition with weste dispeed, coverse wesses from view,
Sarthee Imaoundment: * t*Dogisphic depression, assavation, or slikag area, primarily formed from earthen
raeterings (Sred or untined) and designed to held accumulated liquid wastes, weeks containing free liquids, or
studDes that wom not backfiled or otherwise covead during peless of deposition: depression ma in th
y 
if
deposied elquid has evepomeed, voltliend or lea chd. or wet with exposed iinid:; trntures tht may be mIor
speicelly descrilmbd as legoon pond, aeration pit, natling pond. tusings pond. sludge pi, etc.; so e surfae
npDuAdment that has been eowvd with #sl efter the kif•l deposition of waste materials i.e., buried or
backfilld).
Plg: portuable ctrners designed to hold a stndard S •llon volum of westes.
Tanks mnd eoe-•Mm Cedemahm: any etiary devica, designed to contain aownulated wmstes, constm ted
prmry of arilated metakrial I uh as wood, ,oorate, set or plastic) that provide trutural mupport: any
portabi or mobil devAis An widch waste is ered or otherwo i handed.
Cafltamblo eedl: l o re which avilabk levidenoe Idiscaes that a wasdous subtance wt e splled. apread.
disposed, or depkd
El•: any on-nco4mineoried lecun•ilWon above the ground surfase or solid. n-flowing wastes;: includes open
dumps. Somn type of p1ies ea: e Chenleos Wlsa Ple - conalt pdmarily of discrded chomiust products, byv
prfodur , redianctie waste, or used ar mumed feeatocks: SeraM MdLaorJunk Pe - onsmlts primen•ly of
*rW4P metal or discarded dable goods such as pplane. arutomobilse, ewro part., or batterisa, composed of
materisSb suspened to eouei o harve contined a hUardous aub•anee; ThilinM Pi .. -cosist primarly o any
onmbinetion of overbmuden rm a mining opwation and elingl frrom a mineral mining, benetloion. or promasinug
oPeratin; TuuahlNo - ecaeles primrly oft pop, gerbae w dioearded non-durabtl good. which are suspected
to ntain or hlave ontainted a hWardous iubutrnce,
Land Tretmarmn: ndflramifn r other ltnd treatment method orf was monoemeont in wh liquid wastes or
sedpgs are spread overad dand tiled, or k•uS ae injected at shallow depths ne o el.
P . e sourwn that dow not fit ary of th descriptions above; eamples inciude cantaminated building, ground
water pklmns wih mno ideifiabl esouros, stom ain , & well, eand inrectlon wall.
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SOURCE EVALUATION
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS IWCI SCORES
WC, based on waste quantity, may be determined by one or all of four measures called "tiers':
constituent quantity, wastestream quantity, source volume, and ource area, PA Table la (page 51
is divided into these four tiers. The amount and duetal of informnation available determine which tieris)
to use for each source. For each source, evaluate waste quantity by as many of the tiers as you have
information to support, and select the result that gives you the highest WC score. If minimal,
incomplete, or no information is available regarding waste quantity, assign a WC score of 18(minimum),
PA Table It has 8 columns: column 1 indicates the quantity tier; column 2 iists source types for the
four tiers; columns 3. 4, and 5 provide ranges of waste amount for stes with onlY one source, which
correspond to WC scores at the top of the columns (18, 32, or 100): column 6 provides formulas to
obtain source waste quantity (WO) values at sites with multiole sgurces.
To derman wCC r sho• wh Js iu swm.
T. Identey owe ntypwe v# dwn-rthbnr appoake pw 4/.
2. Exenfne, warae quenthy darnr saasOe.
3., er•arete m1 a r~"a/or dtneuars or eO MsNower.
4. -Drmunhe wfkh Qenma y tr to we M ased on eveleala eoe ir=akrfonern.
6. CnArn searmea mso pmmu M e oprinr nits for eah c r you cn ev••neS fW h$e sew•eU.
6. IdentM•y me . ne ire wAhi*k te total quarti~ t far a r cr rier evsknred IPA Table *l.
7. Derunsr the A lheat Ceonew ebreiknd fMr any tier ftl, 322 ar I oLr o rf PA T ab le Doeatm• 4 ana
A t e & W e m Iref ofr piat wady.
re d wL Wo hfor dars emOnhMa a marame:
. denrty "eAh teer yne Aeem xanrnbne le- khy pep. 4).
2. Ermas 0 wer qimsndry am aesbealp des* ran
J. Esthrer rthemw andsr duoe rduwa of dch serwe.
d. etennkwm whtm qwnmky MaSa ne - rasch Ao&e= kbwden hre evelabi hawrntbon.
. Conmer .ore nMsawmenMS am w be % eg a Ir i rc ie m eve• s for I a se.or
,. for soA sawn, we me o twoa u Awm aif nA TaMe f  dto emtnuiew e m Pe M v•aee •Ar eah tier' w ar can
he w+a ksed. ThJ A3ear WD ve shtbased eor my dAtr s&c WD aes fmr the se&m.
7, S O*n tae W roben &r a# suem o t  an m sas ftV ImCa
A. Mr v a.site W mtosl o kre sp 7b aaYeian e uWCh aresn onm PA Tale la.
0. aCe mIs WCow a re r a P•hw.•ry
fhe VVC score is considered in al four pathwrays. However, H a primary trget is idemified for the grour
water, Surface water, or air miration pathway, assign the determined WC or a score of 32, whichever.
AUggr, as the WC score for that pathway.
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SOURCE TYE
II
S
£
I
U
V
C
&
V
I
MULTPLE SOURCE
WO Val uAagigSwn
PA IABLE I; WAiST CHARACTERISTICS WCI sCORES
PA lame 14i:; WC Seerfor f Single mout" Sna and FporumI
Ir MultIp Soe SIla
SINGlE SOURCE sis Insigned WC scorlsi
e FD w M too 700
100 100 1,.00 b 10,000
MANFM 0. a 0000 to 50I T IiLi lb o, OM ine
si.7lwmuieeilt' bSTSwashais* SM rosmhn' aeSfn7mahenk'0
sa@.000W W' 2 Pfl0,000 Ia Iesm14 2 ee *ai iOEs. t"r
2st, rft :b6.790 i 67L0e90 d4 l7SoOft
s26I0' >25, asW21.00 We' 3amn00w'
£~.000 dew' s I . .000 150  imm 3100.000 dmu
£10,000 gdauin .*08 aS saipm gans 4 aminn p,.
i.,7E0mime if 3LY dasmoW mIe*TI wls ' I I nll n ia..,
£260,000 U' uIU isOC tn5 A.. W' W 2510ifle '
aII 7SO "s 34 ,700 ts S !sn re 306illS W
S230 f Pal0o maere SW 7Et0MW a
6 £030. Ii' .70*0 vi nnon0 U Wlm
Pan on I an >.m 10 bpl " e. w'
VT.A asse3,74 he 740 iee M>7:
a11.0i0 iy' u40Sim IN , M. no 2P.000 a '09.020 gemes >04-029 " U a"N P 2.6 su
3.4 wsait& ft' Ps" SAd assesaase nW lsee WAWmilan
ag7 -as %7 .s fl@ a W@M a@MalmStl. #w .w 1 1b0A *ag aI S tx i
iit nA a S *.A3M t1ma. # W 2.7BA m eur
se. ems W0* .l 3fto >n ass.
1 - - | a• 1 i'0s 4 -- oI u am Olr a u w 4•Or iN w si. ws filw.
PA Tlale 1t: WC t A lIMd Llplm tl Sites
-iMi t w WSi
.vu 1900 Eif* is lo.M)
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I NIA
Landfill
Surtfae
impoundmeni
Drunw
rTan and rmn.
IrWu countwa
onteiftmntd sil
anrd tMwfllIIufae
rnpoundistrn
-- ~ -
fr te 467.50
Wt- 4 -4SO
#r' + a17
rd s+ 2.5
lsoni * 500
Ior . Jggy
*t' 7.O23
i 4. •.5
- ! + 7.5tye + 2.5i
fe 2 * 70
rtV st eft 1 + 4.01
•ts +4 0.,002
GROUND WATER PATHWAY
Ground Water Use Desoription: Provide Informtion on ground water use in the vicinity. Present the generar
sratigraphy. squifers used, and distribution of private end munrcipal wells.
Calcutlones for Drinking Water Populatlnt Served by Owound Water: Provide populations from private wells
and municipal supply systems in each distance eategory. Show apportioanment calculations for blended supply
A-1O
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY
GROUND WATER USE DESCRIPTION
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Calculatlons for Drinking Water Populations Served by Ground Water:
--
I
GROUND WATER PATHWAY CRfTERIA UST
This "Critera List' helps guide the process of developing hypotheses concerning the occurrence of a
suspected release and the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes
record your professional judgment in evaluating these factors. Answers to all of the listed questions
may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not al-inclusive; if other criteria help shape your
hypotheses, list them at the bottom of the page or attach an additional page.
The "Suspected Release" section identifies several site, source, and pathway conditions that could
provide insight as to whether a release from the site is likely to have occurred. If a release is
suspected, use the "Primary Targets" section to evaluate conditions that may help identify targets
likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. Record responses for the well that you feel has the
highest probability of being exposed to a hazardous subsance. You may use this section of the chart
more than once, depending on the number of targets you feet may be considered "primary."
Check the boxes to indicate a "yes," "no,' or "unknown" answer to each question. If you check the
"Suspected Release" box as "yes," make sure you assign a Likelihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.
A-12
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST
S OSPEC0D REL..SE PRMM&L Y TRA T
9 It a t i
S Are sourcesr pnrity ~onssi•d? 1 [] is any drinkino water wolf nearby?
O C C Is the sourceS type likely to contribute to D0 0 Has ra• nearby drinking water well been
ground water oontrrmiation (e.g.. wet closed?
0 0 O Har mv naerbvydrinkdng water user reported
O C C I waite qurmi~ty pari•cuslsDy arpe? foul-Isuingr or ouJ-smeNlintg waeir?
O C1 C I ohrecipoltion htevy? 0 0 0 Doe any nasey well hnvew a r 1 Ct r ewdown
or high produceon rate?
[O 0 C the inriltration sale Nlgh? 0 0 0 Is any drinkir( welrr well Cted balt wee n the
o o i thle st d ocated in an are of ke'st lerrain? inle and other wiells that are srpected to be
exposed to a harerdous substance)
SED C is thue ubiurffer highly peanieble or
conauctva? O0 0 Doe ar elyiycal or circumstantial evidence
eugge~ ornminnetion at a drin*ig water
C 0 C Il dsidrin• water drawn from a shallow welt?
aquiller?
O0 D C oes ar y drririrng water well warrant
S 0 Are suspected cntein•alas highly mobile in anmpling?
grouid water?
SC) Other criterim?
C D One anyioed or ea•remtUefl evidenc
suggest gr"n water oentamnIr ont [ PRIMARY TAMRGET) IDPNTIFIME
0 0 O cther e taW?
0 SWPEOTD REA6S
SuumwrnWl the E4ioel• fe bSurreoedelease 4sttech an S)unmewri the oratonila for P*infy Terets laetach Oft
siddiional pa if ft Mnoryloj eddlfonal pegp If nesmeaary:
A-13
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY SCORESHEET
Pathway Characledstio
Answer the questions at the top of the pace. Refer to the Ground Water Pathway Criteria List Ipage 7) to
hypothesire whether you suspect that a hezardous substance associated with the site has been released to
ground water. Record depth to aquifer (in feet): the difference between the deepest occurrence of a hazardous
substance and the depth of the top of the shallowest aquifer at (or as near as possible) to the site. Note
whether the site is in karst terrain (characterized by abrupt ridges, sink holes, caverns., sprigs, disappearing
streams). Record the distance (in feet) rom any source to the nearest well used for drinking water.
Likelihood aof Release LRI
1. Suspected Release.: Hypethesire based on professional judgment guided by the Ground Water Pathway
Criterias Us (page 7). If you suspect a releise to ground water, use only Column A for this pathway and do
not evaluate factor 2.
2. No Suspected Release: if you do not suspect a release, determine score based on depth to aquifer or
whether the site is inan area of katst terrain. If you do not suspect a release to ground water, use only Column
B to score this pathway.
Ieraels ITI_.
This factor category valuates the threat to populations obtaining drinking water from ground water. To
apporlion populations served by blended drinking water supply systems, determine the percentage of population
served by each well based on its production.
3. Pnimary Target Population: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water wells that you suspect have
been exposed te a hazardous substence released from the site. Use professionsa judgment guided by the Ground
Water Pathway Criteria List paie 71 to make this determination. In the Space provided, enter the population
served by any wells you suspect have been eposed to a hazardous substance from the site. If only the number
of residences is known, use the eaverage county residents per household (rounded up to the next integer)
determine #opulation served. Multiply the population by 10 to determine the Primary Target Population scor
Note that if you do not suspect a release, there can be no primary target population.
4. Secondary Trget Popultion Evaluate populations served by all drinking water wels within 4 miles that
you do not suspst have been exposed to a haeedous substance. Use PA Table 28 * c2b ffor 0ells drawing
from non-kirst and kart aquifers, respectfully) (page 9). If only the number of residencts Is known. use the
average county residents per household (rounded to the nearest integer) to determine population served. Circle
the assigned value for the population in each distance category and enter k in the column on the fatr.right side
of the table. Sum the far-right coklumn and enter the total as the Secondary Target PopulaStio factor score.
5. Nearest Wel repreesents the threat posed to the drinking water well that is most likely to be exposed to a
hazardows substanee. If you hove identified a primary target population, enter 0. Otherwise, assign the score
from PA Table 2a or 2b for the closest distance category with a drinking water well population.
6. Wellhead Protection Aves (WHPAI: WHPAs are speoial areas designated by States for protection under
Section 1428 of the Safe Drinking Water Act. Local/State and EPA Rsegonal water offieils can provide
information regarding the location of WHPAs.
7. Resources: A score of 6 can generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign aero only if ground water
within 4 mides has no resource use.
Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Release) or Column B INo Suspected Releasel.
Waste uCh rasrenoilcs fWC)
8. Waste Characteristics: Score is assigned from page 4. However, if you have identified any primary target
for ground water, assign either the score calculated on page 4 or a score of 32, whichever is greater.
Ground Water PathwaX Scoret Multiply the scores for LR, t. and WC. Divide the product by 82.500. Rovtnd
the result to the nearest integer. It the result is greater than 100, assign 100.
A-14
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY SCORESNEET
Da yu LLptI a release gIet Groeu'R Wller Pathlway Criteria LAst, P8age 2?i Yes NO
S tihe pite lcalltd 4n karr lerrlan? Yes N
Depth to aquifer:
DiltanlCe T the nreTirsT l inkomig water well: ,
A U
[1 - 1 - 1or
LIKELIHODD OF RELEASE
1. SUSPECTED RELF.ASE: If you su~ac j release to gioun wirer v Iee N ge 7,
assign a scare of SS0. Use only calemn A 1or Ifis pathway.
2, NO SUSPCTED RELEASE: II v•ou do rnot su•pet a re#Wms to grownd weter, end
the site as in karsz terrain or the deph to aquler is 70 let or less. ass•g a score
of 500; otherwise, asign a seore of 340. Use only cosumn B IMr was pathway.
LRI
Wra e~
d MHW,%,
u 
I a
3. MPtIMARY TARGET POPULATION: Deelrnme s• e numlber of oeofoe served by
drl•nkimg wl*nr wall3 that yOu sasetCl harv eS n nxupoed to a hlazardou
subMtuan Ira the m~e see Gounrd Waler Pathway Chint Wlt. DPll 7!.
people x 1
4- SECONDARY TAlGET POPULATION: Detenrt the number of pnople served by
drirlt~inI water weLs that you so NOT SuLspect hAv beerSn CDesd to a heat lrdokS
isubtane Iaom tPs arte. vane assmr thfe al poptinton aooe Irom PA Table 2.
Are any wells part of a blMend sySletm? Yes_ he
H ye, istch o page to sihw ippormnrwnr lcakLDaonw.
5, NEAREST WELL If you have idmniwfied a priary taret poewamisn rw prend
walIler assign a oe o oa s therwemt , assiq gn te Neerest Web eege from
PA Table 2. If no dAruing water mweu ei" witfAn miilles. eap•in a rcoe of iM.
6, W IHiMEAD PROTECTION AREA IWNPA: If any saure lies within or above a UH
ar l you hve identit4 any p•riary urNeOretl withn WHPA, neUis aaupo of ;
assugn S I ntoithr cO it~ holds but a Vt*A is rmesrw i tiaes; osaem•sa
asimn em.
7. MSOURCES
WASTE 
CHARACT 
RISTIC
IqPlI Ir r-- r~ ~ 5lTll'lI/l •.II) l~p
S. A. if you favo illabrlad any pmner "argot for rouwe '*tDr. Masswn W" wast
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PA TABLE 2: VALUES FOR SECONDARY GROUMN WATER TARGET POPULATIONS
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Scar II
SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
Migration Route Sketch: Sketch the surface water migration pathway (freehend is acceptable)
Jllustrating the drainage route and identifying water bodies, probable point of entry, flowe, and targets,
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
MIGRATION ROUTE SKETCH
Sufacs Water Migration Route Sketch:
[Include runoff route, probable paint of
and sensitive environmentas
entry, 15-mile target distance limit, intakes, fisheries,
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY CRITERIA ULST
This "Criteria List" helps guide the process of developing hypotheses concerning the occurrence of
suspected release and the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes
record your professional judgment in evaluating these factors. Answers to all of the listed questions
may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not all-inclusive; If other criteria help shape your
hypotheses. list them at the bottom of the page or attach an additionalt page.
The "Suspected Release" section identifies several site, source, and pathway conditions that could
provide insight as to whether a release from the site is likely to have occurred. If a release is
suspected, use the 'Primary Targets" section to guide you through evaluation of some conditions that
may'help identify targets likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. Record responses for the
target that you feel has the highest probability of being exposed to a hazardous substance. You may
use this section of the chart more than once, depending on the number of targets you feel may be
considered *primary."
Check the boxes to indicate a "yes." "no," or "unknowl " answer to each question. If you check the
"Suspected Release" box as "yes,* make sure you assign a Likelihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.
If the distance to surface water is greater than 2 miles, do not evaluate the surface water migration
pathway. Document the source of information in the text boxes below the surface water criteria list.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST
SUSPECTED RELEASE PRIMARY TARG•TI
Y N V Y NU
a k i k
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY LIKELIHOOD OF RELEASE AND DRINKING WATER THREAT SCORESHEET
Pathway Chara•eTistlfl
The surface water pathway includes thrae hreats: Drinking Water Threat, Human Food Chain Threat, and
Environmental Threat. Answer the questions at the top of the page. Refer to the Surface Water Pathway Criteria
List lpage 11) to hypothesize whether you suspect that a hazardous substance associated with the site has been
rejeased to surface water. Record the distance to surface water (the shortest overland drainage distance from
a source to a surlace water body). Record the flood frequency at the site le.g., 100-yr, 200-yr). If the site is
located in more than one floodplain, use the most frequent flooding event. Identify surface water use8) along the
surface water migration path and their distance(sl from the site.
Ukelihood of Release (IR)
1. Suspected Release: Hypothesize based on professional judgment guided by the Surface Water Pathway Criteria
List (papg 11). If you suspect a release to surace water, use only Column A for this pathway end dO not evaluate
factor 2.
2. No Suspected Release: It you do not suspect a reliase, determine scwre based an the shortest overland
dranage distance from a source to a surface water body. If distance to surface water is 2,500 feet or less, assign
a score of 600. It distance to surface water is greater than 2.500 feet, determine score based on flood frequency.
If you do not suspect a release to surface water, use only Column S to saore this pathway.
Drinkino Walter Threat TArnerts (T
3. List all drinking water intakes on downstream surface water bodies along the surface water migration path.
Record the intake name, the type of water body on which the intake is locatec, the flow of the water body, and
the number of people served by the intake laportion the population if part of a blended system).
4. fPlmMry TargWt Pepuiltlort Evaluate populations served by all drinking water intakes that you suspect have
been exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site. Use professional judgment guided by the Surface
Water Pathway Criteria List (page l to make this determination. in the space provided, enter the population
served by all intakes you suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substanoe from the site. Itf ony the number
of residences is known, use the average county residts per household (rounded up to the next Integer) to
datermine poPulation served. Multiply by 10 to determine te Primary Target Population ore Remember, if you
do not suspect a release, there can be no primary target population.
5. Secondary Target Popuidlion: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water intakes within the target
distance limit that you do not suspect have been exposed to a IzOrdous substanae. Use PA Table 3 peage t13
and eriter the population served by inakesu for each flow category. If only the number of residences is known,
use at verage county residents per household rounded to the nearest intege) to determine opulation servd.
Circle the assigned value lor the population in each flow categary and enter it in the column on the far-right side
of the table. Sum the far-tight column and enter the total as the Secondary Target Population factor score.
Gauging station data for many surface water bodies are avaitable Irom USGS or other sources. In the absence
of gauging nation data, estimate Slow using the list of surface water body types and associated flow categories
in PA Table 4 (page 13). The flow for lakes is determined by the sum of ilows of streams entering or leaving the
lake. Note that the flow category "mixing zone of quiet flowing rivers is limited to 3 miles from the probable
point of entry.
S. Nearest Intake represents the threat posed to the drinking water intake that is must likely to be exposed to a
hazardous substance. If you have identified a primary target population, enter 50. Otherwise. assign the score
from PA Table 3 •page 13) for the lowest-flowing water body on which there is an intake.
7. Resources: A score of 5 can generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign z raro only if surface water
within the target distance limir has no resource use-
Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Releasel or Column B INo Suspected Release),
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
LJKELIHOOD OF REL.EASE AND DRINKING WATER THREAT SCORESNEET
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FOR SECONDARY SURFACE WATER TARGET POPULATIONS
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PA TABLE 3-. VALCUESI
I
SURFACE WATER PATHWAY HUMAN FOOD CHAIN THREAT SCORESHEWIF -
Likelihood of Release fLR]
LR is the same for atl surface water pathway threats. Enter LR score from page 12.
Human Food Chain Threat Targets (T)
8. The only human food chain targets are fisheries. A fishb is an area of a surface water body from
which food chain organisms are taken or could be taken for human consumption on a subsistence,
sporting, or commercial basis. Food chain organisms include fish, shellfish, crustaceans, amphlblans,
and amphibious reptiles. Fisaheries are delineated by changes in surface water body type (i.e,, streams
and rivers, takes. coastal tidal waters, and oceans/Great Lakesl and whenever the flow Characteristics
of a stream or river change.
In the space provided, idemlfy all fisheries within the target distance limit. Indicate the surface water
body type and flow for each fishery. Gauging station flow data are available for many surface water
bodies from USGS or other sources. In the absence of gauging station data, estimate flow using the
list of surface water body types and associated flow categories in PA Table 4 'page 13). The flow for
lakes is determined by the sum of flows of streams entering or leaving the lake. Note that, if there are
no fisheries within the target distance limit, the Human Food Chain Threat Targets score is aero.
9. Primary fisheries are any fisheries within the target distance limit that you suspect have been
exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site. Use professional judgment guided by the
Surface Water Pathway Criteria Uist (page 11 to make this determination. If you identify any primary
fisheries, list them in the space provded, enter 300 as the Primary Fisheries factor score, and do fr'
evaluate Secondary Fisheries. Note thlt if you do not suspect a release, there can be no primo
fisheries.
10. Seoondary fisheres are fisheries that you do not suspect have bee exposed to a hazardous
substance. Evaluate this factor only If fisheries a present within thq tart distance ~ imit, but none
is considered a primary fishery.
A. If you suspect a oelease to surface water and have identified a secondary fishery but no primary
fishery, assign a score of 210.
B. If you do not suspect a release, evaluate this factor based on flow. In the absence of gauging
station flow data, estimate flow using the list of surface water body types and associated flow
categories in PA Table 4 (page 13). Assign a Secondary Fisheries score from the table on the
scoresheet usin the lowest flow at any fishery within the target distance Elimit. (Dilution weight
multiplier does not apply to PA evaluation of this factor.)
Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Release) or Column B (No Suspected Release).
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY ENVIRONMENTAL THREAT SCORESHEET
Likelihood of Reltase (LRI
LR is the same for all surface water pathway threats. Enter LR score from page 12.
Environmental Threat Targets fTI
11. PA Table 5 (page 161 lists sensitive environments for the Surface Water Pathway Environmental
Threat. In the space provided, identify all sensitive environments located within the target distance
limit. Indicate the surface water body type and flow at each sensitive environment. Gauging station
flow data for many aurface water bodies are available from USGS or other sources. In the absence
of gaugino station dat, estimate flow using the list of surface water body typesand aassociated flow
categories in PA Table 4 (page 13). The flow for lakes is determined by the sum of flows of streams
entering or leaving the lake. Note that if there are no sensitive environments within the target distance
limit, the Environmental Threat Targets scare is zero.
12. Primary senstive environments are surface water sensitive environments within the target
distance limit that you suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site.
Use professional judgment guided by the Surface Water Pathway Criteria List (page 111 to make this
determination. If you identify any primary sensitive environments, list them in the space provided,
enter 300 as the Primary Sensitive Environments factor score, and do not evaluate Secondary Sensitive
Environments. Note that if you do not suspect a release, there can be no primary sensitive
environments.
13. Secondary sensitive environments are surface water sensitive environments that you do not
suspect have bean exposed to a hazardous substance. Evaluate this factor only if surface wate*
sensitive environments are present within the target distance limit, but none is considered a primar,
sensitive environment. Evaluate secondary sensitive environments based on flow.
& in the table provided, list all secondary sensitive environments on surface water bodies with flow
of 100 fe or less'. - -
1) Use PA Tabls 4 Ipage 133 to determine the appropriate dilution weight for each.
2) Use PA Tables 5 and 6 (page 161 to determine the appropriate value for each sensitive
environment type and for wetlands frontage.
3) For a sensitive environment that falls into more than one of the categories in PA Table 5, sum
the values for each type to determine the environment value to.g., a wetland with 1.5 miles
frontage Ivalue of 501 that is also a critical habitat for a Federally designated endangered
species Ivalue of 1003 would receive a total value of 150).
4) For each sensitive environment, multiply the dilution weight by the environment type (or length
of wetlands) value and record the product in the far-right column.
51 Sum the values in the far-right .column and enter the total as the Secondary Sensitive
Environments score. Do not evaluate part B of this factor.
s If all secondary sensitive environments are on surface water bodies with flows greater than 100
cfs, assign 10 as the Secondary Sensitive Environments score.
Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Releasel or Column 8 INo Suspected Release).
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PA TABLE 5: SURFACE WATER AND AIR PAT7WAY SENSITVE ENVIRONMENTS VALUES
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY WASTE CHARACTERISTICS, THREACt, AND PATHWAY SCORES
Woete Characteristics (WC)
14. Waste Charecteristces: Score is assigned from page 4. However, if a primary target has been
identified for any surface water threat. assign either the score calculated on page 4 or a score of 32,
whichever is greater.
Surface Water Pathwav Threst Scores
Fill in the matrix with the appropriate scores from the previous pages. To calculat, the Score for each
threat: multiply the scores for LR, T, and WC; divide the product by 82,500; and round the result to
the nearest integer. The Drinking Water Threat and Human Food Chain Threat are each subject to a
maximum of 100. The Environmental Threat is subject to a maximum of 60, Enter the rounded threat
scores in the far-right column.
Surface Water Pathway Score
Sum the individual threat scores to determine the Surface Water Pathway Score. if the sum is greater
than 100, assign 100.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY Croonludned)
WASTE CHARACTERISTICS, THREAT, AND PATHWAY SCORE SUMMARY
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY CRITERIA LISTr
Areas of surficial contamination can generally be assumed. This "Criteria Lise" helps guide the process
of developing a hypothesis concerning the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance at
the site. Use the IResident Population" section to evaluate site and source conditions that may help
identify targets likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes record your
professional judgment. Answers to all of the listed questions roy not be avuilable during the PA.
Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other criteria help shape your hypothesis, list them at the bottom
of the page or attach an additional page.
Check the boxes to indicate a "yes," 'no," or 'unknown " answer to each question.
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY CRTFERIA LIST
o DOther criteria?
0 0 RESIDENT POPULATION IDEfInED?
Summarise the rationales for esident Populsian (altscth en addtaional page if mosseoryt:
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susrwreg COWTA&r VAmTCoW NRLAOEW7 P rOPUATiON
Yto. U
e* a. a
akSDo 0 Ir any residAence, school, or deVrss Iility ron
or widtum 200 Set of an are tof suspes ad
*entuminalaiol?
Siurficiail csntamination can gnerlly be massurmd. D 0 is any *sidene. school, or daysere faility
located on adbernt land prtWioulIy owned of
leared by the sits owndelpaeoor?
So 0 Is there a w migrtion touts thai might spread
hazardous sublsances neer reuidsosg,
schools, or dayoure fuciliism?
O 0 0o Have eito ilOf Al SrIt Freidents or tMud asa
rnporlod advems health lffects, exclusive of
apparen drinking water or ir cornmisrnaion
aroblents?
o 0P DO Desa cy neighboring property wrrant
samplingf?
SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORESHEET
Pathway CharvataristEa
Answer the questions at the top of the page, Identify people who may be exposed to a hazardous substance
because they work at the fcfility, or reside or attend school or daycare on or within 200 feet of an area of
suspected contamination. If the site is active, estimate the number of full and part-tirme workers. Note that
evaltution of targets is based on current site conditions,
Llkblihood of ESxosure (LEI
1. Suspected Contamination; Arease of surficial contamination are present at most sites, and a score of 550 can
generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign zero, which effectively eliminates the pathway from further
consideration. only if there is no surficial contamination; reliable analytical data are generally necessary to make
this determination.
Resident Population Threat Taraets (TI
2. Resident Population correspondsto "primary targets" for the migration pathways. Use professional judgment
guided by the Soil Exposure Pathway Criteria List (page 18) to determine if there are people living or attending
school or daycere on or within 200 feet of areas of suspected contamination. Record the number of people
identified as resident population and multiply by 10 to determine the Resident Population factor score.
3. Resident Individual: Assign 50 ii you have identified a resident population; otherwise, assign zero.
4. Workers: Estimate the number of full and part-time workers at this facility and djiacent facilities where
contamination is also suspected. Assign a atre for the Workers fastor from the table.
S. TrserstdauSendtive Environmnts: In the table provided, list each terrestrial sensitive environment located
on an area of muapscted contammnation. Use PA Table 7 (psge 201 to assign a value for each. Sumr the values
and assign the total as the factor score.
6. Riesourne: A acore of 5 can g nerally be assigned as a default measure. Assign zero only if there is no land
resource use on an orea of suspected contamination.
Sum the target scores.
Waste Chare~arntisicsWC)
7. Enter the WC score determined on page 4.
Resident Poeulstian Threat Soea: Mu&tiply the scores for LE, T, and WC. Divide the product by 82,500.
Round the resut to the neriest integer. if the result is greater than 100, assign 100.
Nearby Paulatilro Threat Snare: Do not evaluate this threat if you gave a rere score to Liketihood of Euxposure.
Otherwise, assign a score based on the population within a 1-mile radius (use the same 1*mile radius population
you evaluate for air pathway population targets):
Poulet;on Within One Mile learby Penulation Throat Score
< 10,000 1
10.000 to 50.000 2
> S0,000 4
Soil Exposure Pathway Score: Sumrn the Resident Population Threat score and the Nearby Population Threut
score, subject to a maximum of 100.
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORESHEET
Do iay pIeaos 4aw on or withrir 200 11 Of rai or sumpLCtmd conraminatlo? Vies No
Do any peaIOs ~ten• SchoM-l Or dayecae on or wituWn 200 ft of areas
of susmPeced cottrrmoatonl Yes He
IS ire Ialhry AMorMaI Yes _ No _._ It Vey s e1urnlihe ItbuvDer ol W-krs:
le.a- ~
UKELIHOOD OF EXPOSURE Cinw.m•asew
1, SUSPECTED CDNTAMJINAION: Suri'ciJl contami•t•on can genlrally be asiOI.-d,
ano a s re of 550 Imsigreu. Assign zero only if yre abserce l s rfiei
conutammnrion cn be confidenCy 4amYnrswaSd. LE
RlE•ClDT PPUILATI mN THIRELrAT TARiL T
2. RESIDENT POPULATION: Detenrmi• rl r.Itbw ft people OCtu1VPig t1lettices
at attenoing school or daycare an & within 200 last of areas of susofple
consamrnllpn Isac Soil Exposuwe PsOwoy CMtne List, page lit .
_ 
pe•pl x 10
3, RESIDENT INDIVIDUAL: II you have identliled a residam yopLatulaft Ifactor 21,
aSsiQn sca ore o 50. o~l'wn'e. susgn a Iscorm p O0
4. WORKERS: Us ote l kowing table To assign a scre based On the total runber
workerri at the faclsy and nearby lacilitres wit suspected contamrnathon:
0 0
1 to rC 5
10) to 1,000 .10
I 5 1000 15
5,. TERESTRIAL. SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS: Use PA Tabil 7 to assign u vit
for egch tmrresrill "Flluive envir•onmm on an ar of suspected
cornamtnaco:
S. RESOURCES
Ti
WASTI uMARACTERISTICS
I, Auipn t" wane chrlater iics score calcuIeted on 91pge 4. WC -
RESIDENT POPULATION THREAT SCORE:
NEARBY POPULATION THREAT SCORE:
SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORE:
Residert Population ThMre * Nearby PopulatJd th1
LE X T X WC12.500.
Ie
I-~SLDOO.umem h
'rut
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PA TABLE 7: SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY
TERfRESTRIAL SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENT VALUES
TeIsrresto Sewrkh• EIm eomet Ass-l, lVa-
Terrestruil CnTIC11l r3lsl 1o Fe6'rally fdesignated endangeowd or threatenrmd s~ l 100
Naluoatl P3.1k
DEsigrstled Federal Wldernmss Atrs
National Monuftoenr
TerreslrlI rntaitsl knowt l to be ued by Federally designated or proposed ratdened or 5endan•red sperua
National Preserve Iterrmnesll
National o State tSroHerial Wildlife tefuge
Fedetal Land desagnated lor protection of nat~Ur ecoysmern
AOmFrtstratpvely proposed Federal WddernnsS A1as
Terresrial areas utilized by large or dense agregall ons of anrmalls Ivetnebralt stmciesi CrC breedig
Terarrestra habit t used by State desgnated endanreC4 Of t1tweeldnd speCes 50
Trarestriar habita usaed by S••e under reviuew for Federal desinaead eedngerej Or thftielenel tatus
StaTe lands desoriteld Jor wilddll or parnme nagement 25
State deignsated Naturel fleas
Partnular areas- reali••u• Smaill hi sare, impottant o fminrranrrme of unir•" bMic carrornMU niie
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AIR PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST
This "Criteria Lst" helps guide the process of developing a hypothesis as to whether a release to the
air is likely to be detected. The check-boxes record your professional judgment. Answers to all of the
listed questions may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other criteria
help shape your hypothesis, listt them at the bottom of the page or attach an additional page.
The "Suspected Release' section identifies several conditions that could provide insight as to whether
a release from the site is likely to be detected. If a release is suspected, primary targets are any
residents, workers, students, and sensitive environments on or within 14 mile of the site.
Check the boxes to indicate a =yes,w "no." or unknown" answer to each question. If you check the
*Suspected Release" box as "yes," make sure you assign a Ukeflihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.
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AIR PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST
susAPECrD RF•lKse PARJAARY TARET$
YV U
I k
o 0 0 Are odors currently reportE?
oD 0 D He relasse of helardous substance to the air
been dirtely observedl If you suspecOt reofaeo to air, evluale erJ populations erd
smnsitiv envirormncse within 114 mile inlunding those
O 0 Are there rIports of eaverse neelth effects OnEitr 0e primtnry UOgets.
4Ug., headaches, nouame. dinliness) potentally
resutiing from miraition oIf hetrrdous
sub0smnemu thtough the air?
O 0 0 Does analytial or circomlrantial evidence
supgest a reolbs to the sit?
O 0 Other criaori_?
O 0 SUSPECTED RELEASE
Summnaris the atihonali for Suspuoted Release Idtlach On eddational page if neaessary):
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AIR PATHWAY SCORZESIHET
Arnswer the qietions ao t he o of the page. Refer to the Air Pathway Ceririo List (page 21) to hypothesir wreths.,
you suspect thal a hoardous substance release to the alr could be detacted. Due to dispersion, relsess to air are not
as persistent as reaiases Io water migration pathways and rar much more difficurt to dlecet. Develop your hypothelis
conceming thue relees of hazardous substancee to r based on -real time" ornsiderdone. ROecord thu dislanoe (in lerst
from any sourcts tohe nearest regularly occupied building.
Likelihood of lukes., ILNI
1. Smpeated Releess; Hypothelae boosed onprofessional jud•mmnt guided by the Air Pathway Criteria List (page 21.
If you suspect a valsess e ea, use only Cokmrh A for this pathway and do not evaluate factor 2.
2. lo'Sispested Release: I you do not euspect a rlease, enter 500 end use orly Column S for thi pathway.
Taroset IT)
3. Primary Target Pop• ation. Evaluate populskone subAect to expoeurs from release of a hiaerdous substance fraom he
site. V you aspact a relase, the eosident, student, and worker populations on and within I hmile of the milm are
considered primsy tartat populateion. I only the number of oesidences is known. use the avrage county residents per
household (rounded up to the next irmteger to deterakle the population. In the space provided, enter this populalion.
Multiply the population by 10 to determine the Primary Target Population score. Note that if yOt do not suspect release,.
there ear be no prinary target populetion.
4. Seaondry Target Populeton: Evelulte populations In distnece oestagries not suspected tobe subjact to exposure Irom
resasue of a hezerdous substcrw from the site. If you Iuspect a release, residents. tuerment, and warkers in the 16- to
4-mile distance categories ar secondury target population. If you do not suspect a riobse, all residents , tudents, and
workers enaile and wihNni 4 mies are considered soosndary target population.
Ust PA Table 8 •pago 23). Erer the population in each ooecondry target population distanrc category, circki the rasrigne
eM. and recrd it on the ar-right ide of the ttable. Sum the far-right coCmn and enter the total as the Secondar.
Target Population fator oeore.
*. Uhartnddlvidual rpresentls ti threat osed to the pe•rmer moat likely to be exposed to e hazardousI ubLstano releassfrom the itels If Vo have Idntified a primary target population, ntert 50. Otherwie, assign the scors from PA Tabsn
I (page 2315 er the ch•rt distaene estegery km which you havo identified a secondary target populatian.
t. Ph4afery enVstire Invio emed.ts: If release i auspected, al sensitive environmnts on or within 11 mile of the site
are considered prinmary trgete. List theen and essign values foer sitivne nenvroment type (from PA Table S. page 161
endr r wetla r nd · reag Ifrpm PA T•able 9. pae 231. Surn rh veis end mter the total as the lector wre.
7. Secoadlry Sensthve EIbnmonart Itf a ralese is maspected, aenskrive nvuonmrnts in the 1. to % -mite distance
category are secondary targets.; pealer atances need not be evaluted because distanoe weighting reatly diminishes
the imPact On •Ose ora. If you do rot eae•oo a aeleres, all senitvo environments an and within H mlP of te site erare
considered secondary target. List seach aeontdary semitive ewi-amrnent on PA Table 10 1page 23) and assign a value
to each using PA Tables 5 eand 9. Multuply sea vine by the bIdIeted dileones weight and record Se product In the fha.
right Column, Sum the producIts arid eger the total as the lactor scre.
S. Reseures: A sear of 6 can enerally be esaigned as a default mnesure. Assionzer only if there is no iand resource
use within % mile.
Sum the target scorsa in Column A [Suspected Rleasel or Columan k (No Iuspected Release).
Waste Chelematlitics (WCI
.Wastet Clarelmeti-a: crSee is assigned trom page 4. However. if you have tdentaied any primary target for the air
pathway, assign eithe the score calculated on page 4 or a more of 32, whichever is Creoter.
Air Pathwair ISor: Mu•tily the acons for LR, T, aend WC. Divide the product by 82.500. Round the resaI to tr
nearest integer. Ithe •reult in greats, than 100. easign 100.
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AIR PATHWAY SCORESHIEE
FdiAr Chewtpoolo
Do yO Usujccil a r"l4l4["e L ALA Pat hwpy Cmleria4 Lst, gAAgo 2111 Yea- No
biar.ae 10 the rarllet Indnpdlulll;
A II ... FIM-- "-' I
LIKELIHOOD OF RELEASE Rae..
I. SUSPECTEO AELEASE It you vLect I a 4lmaue Co Ir lae plie a11, assgrd ai ERA " Zl 6l- , 4l -I
2, NO• SUSPECT'D RELSE- ff yeat do 1oI suIspIct a ressase to a~r, assagn a
acore of 500- Us nnoely. CoI!um B ic~r trugpamHt~hway.
iLA -
T* mean
3. RIfMARY TIARG•T POPULATION; Orerrnirw the anJmbkr of peo•e subjact
tO xpDosure IrIri a suIpcglCead of u a eIaarCoul stances to the 4e.
poplE • 10 m
-a-m
4, SECONDARY TARGET POPULATION: Derrmme rha nlufmtIr of peop• noi
sL•lDlccil to be er0oa1r eo I lasame to air, and islr4nm the tour pooDuaton
s-ar+ ssirq PA Table I.
$. IEARES INIVIDUAL: ff you have deatified triy P•.mary Target P#oDjattrn
for jht air la'hwly, asIln a sCMe of S0: o.-trwu&, anlegrn te NearIeI
-U,, I.S yli "r B
6- PIMARY SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS: Su the senamte nrwrormnent valut•
PA Table 51 ONd weland satog vuses (PA Table 91 lor a~rnwroArtsu ikacm
NO emp•ur llaFMS a suup•• 1d releao1 t o he Sir.
7. SECONDARY SENSA'•E ENVIIONMET• Us PA Tal41 tO to tocan•ism
te s•r for secrda••rr s fnt, S•nu.venn.
A. RESOLIRCES
Tk
WABtF CHAllrACERISIC
.- A. If you t •ves 0~0ri11 ay 1WIg Tagel Por V air patifsye , 14allft to wms
cnrscteriatica ee ouisted on p9g. 4. or a sore or 32, wanever lA
GREATER; lo nit MkvekaM prt lo lits lete.
I. I -you NDIO 1E~1rld a"y Ftmnry Target4 ferfi air phawy, Nai Vt
woj* CWaractertoaeUa oea cu to a~n sae 4.
WC e
AlA PATHWAY SCORE: LR ai Tx WC82,•. ...
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PA TAStE 8: VALUES FOR SECONDARY AIR TARGET POPULATIONS
PA TABLE 9: AIR PATHWAY VALUES
FOR WETLAND AREA
eband Avye Antp~e VMo
I p Won ai
Gret1r "Mhn M 1it00 I ar 79
arerr th tOo to IS0 worse 129
GOaestr thrn 150 to I100 40u 1715
Grue1s wmn 200 to 00 es 6 O
Gprater then 300 l 400 mrk 3$50
5re15tr than 400 4 500 m0es0 450
Grater thMen 500 are 500
PA TABLE 10: DISTANCE WEIGHTS AND CALCULATIONS
FOR AIR PATHWAY SECONDARY SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS
DrIrrwmt $Semhwf w fl p•sa Y ase
iobtines Wafrf• (Iw PA Tab 6 o ir
orise is @0 M
m
0114 nd 0.025 x
I-InJ12 00.S4 .
X_ .. . . . .
Total Envirownenttm Score -
~CC
I
SITE SCORE CALCULATION
In the column labeled S, record the Ground Water Pathway score, the Surface Water Pathway score,
the Soil Exposure Pathway score, and the Air Pathway score. Square each pathway score and record
the resuft in the S' column. Sum the squared pathway scores. Divide the sumn by 4, and take the
square root of the result to obtain the Site Soam.
SUMMARY
Arnwer the summary questions, which ask for a qualitative evaluation of the relative risk of targets
beinO exposed to a hazardous substance from the site. You may find your responses to these
questions a good cross-check against the way you scored the Individual pathways. For example, if
you scored the ground water pathway on the basis of no suspected release and secondary targets
only, yet your response to question 01 is yes," this presents apparently cnnflicting conclusions that
you need to reconsider and resolve. Your answers to the questions on page 24 should be consistent
with your evaluations elsewhere in the PA scoresheets a package.
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SITE SCORE CALCULATION
SUMMARY
YES NO
i. there a high possrlalty of 4 5LhrOL 19 any rnirby oinking Wlter well(s) by mngralian of 0
harordous cubstnce i n growntf waterl O
A. If ves, identify the wolt(eI,
8. If yes, •ow mar peopkl are served by the thrmeaterd wmmal?)
2. Is there a high poabilityf a threat to any of thw following by hvesfdous subtriante
miraion in surface water?
A. Orinking waterb inrkn 0 0
B. Fishery 0 0
C. Sensitive enviroment Iwerlnd, ritcal habist, o therst 0 0
D. if yv , identify the turgat(s).
3. i lhre a high possibliy of an area of urficil contmination within 200 ralt of any
rinidn. , ethoel, or dayursle tfilky? 0 0
If yew, idlntify the prperty(il end iatimtlr the associated popultlioe•l.
4. Are there public heaith cncemr I this eiae ihtl re not addressed by PA scoring
conlideration? If Ves, explain: 0 0
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY
SCORE (S,.I:
SURFACE WATER PATHWAY-
SCORE (S..,):
SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY
SCORE IS.):
AIR PATHWAY
SCORE (S.):
SITE SCORE:
Sw 8 g,*3451+s54 
__ · __I_
I-
--
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Appendix B: Access Tables of Executive Information System
This appendix demonstrates the design of the base-table system used in Access 97 and
provides also an example of how Executive Information System information is stored.
The entire system is centered on the General Facility Information table as shown in the
middle of the diagram. Using Fac/SiteID, the General Facility Information table is able to
connect to all of the Source Evaluation table, the Ground Water Pathway tables and the Surface
Water Pathway tables. The General Site Information table is connected to Facility by using a
SiteID, which is used to then link to General Site Information Prior Spills table. Although most
relationships are one-to-one (demonstrated as 1-1) or one-to-many (demonstrated as 1-oo), a
many-to-many relationships is used in the database. The Investigations table is used to connect
the General Facility Information table and the Investigators Information table and provide the
many-to many relationships, which means that more than one investigator can be assigned to a
facility, and an investigator can be inspecting multiple facilities.
Each table of the General Facility Information, the General Site Information, the Source
Evaluation, the Ground Water Pathway and the Surface Water Pathway is connected to two other
tables not shown in the base-table system diagram. They are the supporting Executive
Information System tables as shown in the second diagram. These two tables, located near the
top of the diagram, show how these EIS tables are designed, and located below that is an
example of both tables containing EIS information for the Ground Water Pathway - Suspected
Releases table.
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IGroundWater-Scoresheet
Farje5ID
Liklihood
Primary Target
Secondary Target
Nearest Well
WHPA
Resources
T Score
Waste Characteristics
Total
GroundWater-G enerallnformatior
FacibeID
Stratigraphy
Aquifers
Depth to Aquifer (ft)
Blended System?
Exposed Population
Not Exposed Population
Ground•/ater-PrimaryT argets
C.0UrdY ahTPrinayTarget
FacjSiteID
Drinking Well Nearby
Well Closed
Foul Water
Large Drawdown
Between Site/Exposed
Evidence Contamination
Sampling
Other Criteria
Primary Targets Identified
Summarize Rationale
GroundWater-SuspectedReleas
Fa~.SitPJD
Contained
ContributeToContamination
WasteQuantityHigh
PrecpitationHeavy
InfiltrationHigh
KarstTerrain
PermeableSubsurface
ShallowAquifer
HighlyMobile
EvidenceofContamination
OtherCriteria
SuspectedRelease
SummarizeRationale
n SourceE valuation Investigatorlnformation Investigatior
Ske5owceD Iwestg eigaatorlDt
SourceNumber Investigator Last Name FaJlliID
SourceName Investigator First Name Date
Fac/SitelD Agency/Org
a niz a t io n
SourcelD Street Address
Area City
Area units State
Volume Zip
Volume units
S WQ Value
Operating HistoryContainment GenerafFacilityinformation
FacJ5tdD
Facility Name
GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub Facility Code
Faclmly Hazardous Waste KD SitelD
HazardousID  Owner Last Name
FacSiteID II Owner First NameStateID  Street Name
City
County
e F Zip Code
Far_4Siel•D 1Latitude
[irtqeiD sLongitude
Population Facility Sketch
Flow (cfs) Analytical Data
G eneralSitelnformation
"D •I Gen e ra lS ite l nform ationPriorSpils
Site Name SnpIDCERCLIS ID SitelD
Street Address ]Source Type
City I Prior Spills
County
State (2 letter abbrev)
Zip Code
Latitude
Longitude
OpCode
Owner Last Name
Owner First Name
Site Sketch
Active
Years of Waste Generation
Waste Treatment
Highlights
A
ns
rID S urfaceWater-G enerall nformation
Surface Water Sketch
Distance to Surface Water (ft)
Flood Frequency (yrs)
Distance to Water Intake (miles)
Nearest Fishery (miles)
Nearest Sensitive Env (miles)
Blended System
Fa5ItalD
Liklihood
Primary Fisheries
Secondary Fisheries
Suspected Release
Total
SurfaceWater-EnvionmentalThreatSS
Primary Environments
Secondary Environments
Total
SW-WaterB odies-D rinkingWaterT hreat
Water Body
FacISiteID
Intake Name
Primary
Water BodylD
Flow (cfs)
People Served
SW-WaterBodies-HumanFd/E nvT hreat
Water Body atber
Fac/SiteID
Type
Name
Primary
WaterBodyID
Flow cfs
SurfaceWater-S uspectedR elease
Surface Water Nearby
Waste Quantity High
Drainage Area Large
Rainfall Heavy
Infiltration Rate Low
Poorly Contained Sources
Vegetation Stressed
Discoloration
Deposition
Discharge
Evidence
Other Criteria
Susptected Release
Summary
SurfaceWater-LikihoodofReleaseSS
Faj5belD
Liklihood
Primary Target
Secondary Target
Nearest Intake
Resources
Total
S SurfaceWater-HumanFoodChainS S
S urfaceWater-PrimaryT argets
inMary Targets No
Fac/SitelD
Any Target
Drinking Water Intake
Fishery
Sensitive Environment
Closed
Evidence
Sampling
Drinking Intake Sampling
Fishery Sampling
Sens Env Sampling
Other Criteria
Intake Identified
Fisheries Identified
Sens Env Identified
Summarize Rationale
6*
G
rce Level mnber Confidence L vel
*xt Source
xt .................. hom
its/Time Date Comeleted
Asnumet lleyatMMtuU 1 lextok Heterence s Is a source IhlS is a Memo KaiKuo U2-Jan-S9
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 2 Magazine Article Ref iThis is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95I
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 10 Supervisor Suggestic This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 9 .Textbook Reference IThis is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 5 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valle~ y at MMR/DOD 6 Personal Calculation This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
AshumetValley at MMR/DOD 1............1 .......................................... ............extbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 7 Textbook Reference :This is a Source :This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD 4 Supervisor Suggestic This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD i8 Magazine Article Ref This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMRIDOD :13 Personal Calculation This is a Source This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
Ashumet Valley at MMR/DOD :3 Textbook Reference iThis is a Source ;This is a Memo Kai Kuo 02-Jan-95
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 1 T7Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Joel Guzman
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 2 This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD S10 e 'This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-9
LF-1 at MMR/DOD .9 This is a Memo Joel Guzman . 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 5 1 Contained This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/ ...........DOD 6 2 Contribute ...............ToContamination This is a Memo Joel Guzman 0.........6-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 3WasteQuantityHigh This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 7 4,PreciphtationIeavy This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 134 onHgThis is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMRDOD This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 13 7 PermreableSubsurfaceS This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06May-94LF-1 at MMR/DOD 12 8 ShallowAqufer is is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94
LF-1 at MMR/DOD 3 9 HighlyMobile This is a Memo Joel Guzman 06-May-94.
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 1 10 E~denceContamination This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93
S-5 at MMR/DOD 2 11 OtherCntena This is a Memo Ken a11 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 10 12 SuspectedRelease . . This is a Memo Ken 11 24-Jul-93
SD- at MMRDOD 9 13 SummarizeRationale s is a Memo Ken I 24-Jul-93SD-5 at MMR/DOD AutoNumbe .................................. This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93....................................
SD-5 at MMR/DOD ..6 ... ... : This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 11 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93
SD at MMR/DOD 7 Textbook Reference Thi is a Source This is a Memo Ken ....... 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 4 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Ken TII 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 17 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 13 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Ken Till 24Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 12 Textbook Reference This is a Source This is a Memo Ken Till 24-Jul-93
SD-5 at MMR/DOD 23 Textbook Reference iThis is a Source iThis is a Memo Ken Till 24Jul-934
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Appendix C: Access Forms of Executive Information System
This appendix shows every form used in Access 97, demonstrating virtually every
function of the database. This specific example uses LF-1 at the MMR to show what kinds of
information are stored in the Executive Information System.
Starting with the EIDSS Main Switchboard, the user can go to the Executive Information
System Switchboard and then go to the Preliminary Site Assessment Switchboard, which is the
heart of the system. However, in order to see what sites and facilities are stored on the database,
the EIS Switchboard provides three different types of listing capabilities: List All Sites and
Facilities, List All Sites, and after selecting a site, List All Facilities Belonging to Selected Site.
From both EIS and PA Switchboards, the user can request to see the General Facility and
Site Information. General Facility Information is divided into three parts: General Information,
Hazardous Substances and Source Evaluation. General Site Information is divided into two
parts: General Information and Prior Spills Information.
Having selected a site and a facility, the user can go to the PA Switchboard. Beside
general information, PA Switchboard provides links to the Ground Water Pathway and the
Surface Water Pathway. The Ground Water Pathway is divided into 5 parts; the Surface Water
Pathway is divided into 6 parts. Each part will have at least one Detail Information button inside
the tab to connect to the Executive Information System -Detail Information form. These forms
are linked individually to each of the supporting EIS tables mentioned in appendix B.
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Main Switchboard
F.xecutive lnfnrmatinn Sysvtem Switchhboard
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List All Sites and Facilities
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y NASSICSFme
Preliminary Site Assessment Switchboard
General Facility Information
I-- · I
FaclyCod iMA55565343 Ste AMD0
Owns Last Name iic ..ua Facity Sketch
OwnsrF rstNamse .. ....... r .....
Street Name i6787 .rcester St.
ciy Bourne
County Barnstbl
Stats MA
7031530
I
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Zip Code
Anah A*fiý
r77MWM1j---7,71 - -7 +
List All Sites
see 8 Ste Nuame iibl AormoyA WSfl• iii i ii L · .... ....ii. i;; ; ;i ..; ; .....
St a IIIIII1 II1II Site Nae1141 ;;i;j";iý~ ~ ~ ""' " 'Skel 11XoVe Amy h~d
Information - Source Evaluation
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Waste ID
Hazardous Waste
History of Hazardous Waste
I~x~aj~i~LEE
General Facility Information - Hazardous Substances
... . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ....   . .. ..  . . ...  .. . . . I ....  .. . 
:4
......................... ..........................
'Trichloroethylene
'HandledM
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General Site Information
General Site Information - Prior '
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Ground Water Pathway - General Information
.. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. I. . ... .... . . .
y Site Assessment
Stratigraphy trigraply informtion about LF-1
Aquifers quifer information at LF-1
5 0....................................... I
---------· ··-----------·  
Blended System?
Exposed Populatic
Not Exposed Popt
Ground Water Pathway - Primary Tai
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Depth to Aquifer (ft)
.. 
.
.
.
.
.
.
.. 
.
.
7 ;:;:::;;:[;::: IF
Ground Water Pathway - Suspected Releases
Preliminarv Site Assessment
-J
e
hMltrationHigh
KarstTerrain
PermeableSubsufe
ShalowAquifer
HighlyMobile
EvidenceofContamir
i-,. , l- ·- =_Summ R~AionCIam tor SuSP veau release m Lr-i
~.-------- --- ..............
IINi
Contained No OtherCriteria
CortributeToContaminatlon Yes SuspectedReleas
WeasteQuarttlyHligh No
PrecipitationHeavy Nio- -""" M
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Distance -1 mil
Population :0
Flow (cfs) iO
Ground Water Pathway - Private Wells
Preliminary Site Assessment
Ground Water Pathway - Scoresheet
----------------------- ----------
"INNZZI
00:
0
0
.
.
..
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I
Liklihood
Primary Target
Secondary Target
Nearest Well
WHPA
Resources
T Score
Surface Water Pathway - General Information
Surface Water Pathway - Primary Target
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Preliminary Site Assessment
Distance to Suface W er (t) 300
Distance to Wter Itake (miles)
Nearest Fishery (mies) 6
Nearest Senstive Env (mies) 4
Hended System
------ ------ 
9 n "111 Nfilf.-'
Surface Water Pathway - Suspected Releases
Surface •'aer Nearby
as•te Quartiy High
Drainage Area Large
Rainfal Heavy
nflration Rate Low
Poorly Cortained Source
VegOetaion Stressed
Summary
Preliminary Site Assessment
DcoIn No
No :ife Yes
Yes Deposition Yes
No Discharge No
No Evidence Yes
Yes Other Criteria
No Susptected Release
Ralonae for suspected Release i surface water at LF-1
Nl~i
Surface Water Pathway - Drinking Water Threat
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Preliminary Site Assessment
hItael Name George's Ravine
Primary A
Oader Body Type Lake
Flow(cfs) 100
People Served 150
r 8i
~p~a(lb 311111
i~rept~ii~~iMM
" ' '~~"~"~~~~~~'~~'~~'~'~;;'';F
- Human Food Chain and Environment Threat
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Executive Information System - Detail Information
Detail Information
a.........
Facility and
Water Body
Field Type
Confidence Level Textbook Reference
Source IThis is a Source
Memo This Is'-aMemo
...............
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Appendix D: Graphical User Interface for Existing PA Scoresheet
Source: Lukasiak, 1997
D.1 Overview of the Graphical User Interface of the Electronic Scoresheet
The Graphical User Interface for the electronic scoresheet presents information filtered
out from the system that is determined to be useful to the user. The interface for the electronic
scoresheet provides better definition of fields to make it easier for the user to fill out clearly
stated questions, integration between the parts of the system that provide supporting information,
and automation capabilities for calculating the score of the site.
First, the electronic scoresheet has better defined fields than the original paper PA
Scoresheet. Many of the long and vaguely posed questions are rewritten in shorter form. New
fields are created to simplify answering of the questions. In many instances, a list of possible
answers is provided. The user has an option of selecting one of the choices from the list or
entering a new value that is not on the list. Although much reformatting was done to simplify
and clarify the electronic scoresheet, at no instance information was omitted. The electronic
scoresheet reduces the complexity of filling out the document. Second, the Graphical User
Interface provides integration of many parts of the system. It displays results of query for
supporting information from both external databases and other Web-based sources. When
answering each question, the user has an option of looking up additional information related to
that particular question. In the future, the electronic scoresheet will be filled out almost entirely
and automatically using information filtered out from other parts of the system. Finally, the
electronic scoresheet has capabilities of automatically calculating the score and selecting values
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from tables based on the user input. This eliminates tedious calculations by hand and an
understanding of the layout of tables.
D.2 Structure of the Electronic Scoresheet
Since the current procedure for preliminary site assessment undergoes constant change,
the format of the scoresheet is subjected to change. When implementing the current format of
the scoresheet document, flexibility was a critical factor in determining the structure and
technology used.
Currently, the scoresheet is broken into parts corresponding to physical aspects of the
environment. Each part of the electronic scoresheet corresponds to one section of the existing
scoresheet document. The first part asks for the name and address of the site and the
investigator. Based on this information, both external and internal databases are searched for
relevant information that could be used to fill out subsequent parts of the scoresheet.
Next two pages contain more detailed general information about the site and possible
sources of contamination. These pages will be partially filled out by the system and partially by
investigators. Based on the information, an internal database is created to fill out next four parts
of the scoresheet, which will provide scores for individual aspects of the environment, including
the ground water pathway, the surface water pathway, the soil pathway and the air pathway. The
user will be asked to complete questions that are not filled out automatically by the system.
Based on answered questions, each page's score is automated calculated. The last part of
scoresheet will integrate all these information and will calculate automatically the final score.
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D.3 Implementation of the Electronic Scoresheet
D. 3.1 Implementation of Graphical User Interface
Providing flexibility to users and developers, the electronic scoresheet is a Web-based
application. This grants platform independence and allows data to be stored on distributed sites.
Different pages are created dynamically using CGI Perl script to allow filling out of default
values relevant to the site that are results of initial and sequential searches and to provide
connectivity between pages.
At its present state, the user is allowed to fill out the scoresheet only sequentially page by
page. Values from the previous section are carried over to the next. The system can be updated
to allow the user to browse back and forth between these pages in any order. HTML frames can
be used to implement this feature; a frame containing indexes of all pages allows users to select
any page at any instance, while the other frame contains the actual data and scoresheets page.
Fields in each form are part of the HTML <FORM>. Text fields, check boxes, radio
buttons, text areas and lists are used to present information. The formatting of pages is done
through usage of <TABLE> and <LIST> tags.
Upon pressing the "Next Page" button, values of fields are sent to CGI bin, where the
data is written into temporary files, and a new page is created. Writing information into
temporary files is necessary because an HTML page has no capability of storing any information.
Upon exiting a page, all the information is lost and cannot be recovered. Perl script was used for
storing and reading back information to and from these temporary files; this also allows the
creation of dynamic pages with information from previous pages using default values provided
by the system.
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D.3.2 Calculations and Automation of Tables
Java Applets are used to perform calculations on data from fields that are located on the
same Web page. Parameters are sent from the HTML page to the Java Applet, which performs
the operation and displays results in Java Applet fields called "Score". Besides calculation,
tables are automated as well. Based on the user input, appropriate values from tables are selected
and displayed in result fields.
D. 3.3 Temporary Storage of Information
A temporary file is created via CGI Perl script to store temporary information since the
Web browser has no way of storing information. To recreate the page again, the CGI Perl script
uses information from these temporary files. This will allow the user to go back and forth
between pages.
D.3.4 Session Registration and Garbage Collection upon Exit
Using CGI scripts to store temporarily information and to create Web pages dynamically
to provide connectivity between the pages has a serious drawback, as this does not register
sessions of particular users. If at any time the user decides to exit the application before the
completion of the scoresheet, there is no way to destroy temporary files automatically.
D.4 Alternative Implementation Scheme
An alternative implementation scheme is to use one Java Applet for the entire scoresheet.
Passing variables between parts of the scoresheet is very easy since all variables are stored within
one application. Since no temporary file is necessary, the problem of garbage collection upon
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unexpected exit could be eliminated, as all traces of the Java Applet are destroyed when the
application is suddenly terminated.
However, there is a serious drawback: lack of flexibility. Changing parts of the
application becomes more complicated, involving adding functions to handle events, and
recompiling the source code. Development of such a large size Java Applet is hard to debug. In
addition, creating the user interface is complicated because the variety of layout options is still
limited in Java.
D.5 Future Recommendation
In its final form, provided that the information is available, the entire scoresheet can be
filled out automatically, and then it can be viewed and verified by a site investigator. Upon
submission of the first page, a search for data will return necessary information that would assist
with filling out the entire scoresheet. The user will then be given a chance to request additional
information regarding the confidence level of sources. This last function is already partially
implemented in the current version of the application for limited number of questions.
Finally, creating a Web-based application has many advantages. For example, the user is
no longer restricted to a particular platform and does not have to worry about installation of the
software. Therefore, the system should continue it development using Web-based technology.
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Appendix E: Development of Internet Search Engine
Through the use of modern Internet search engine utilities, the system can sort through
millions of documents, in many locations around the globe, with a single mouse click. There are
increasing numbers of commercial Web sites now available to the public, free of charge, for the
purpose of finding documents on the Internet. Using these search engines in a decision support
system gives users the opportunity to view documentation relating to the current decision at
hand, which they may possibly not have had access to in the past.
E.1 Availability of Information on the Internetfor Decision Support of PA Scoresheets
For the purpose of completing a PA Scoresheet for an environmental clean up, there are
many sites available to aid in the decision-making process. They are general sites, which contain
information that can be applied to virtually any clean-up site, and specific sites, which contain
information pertaining to only a particular clean-up location. It is important to note that in both
cases, since these Web documents are maintained by different parties, the reliability of
information found is often indeterminate.
An example of general sites is the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Web site
(http://www.epa.gov/). Because the EPA is a well-credited source, the information found here
could be assumed accurate and reliable. However, the final decision of reliability is up to the
engineer completing the PA Scoresheet. It may be useful to contact the Web server administrator
to verify the status of the information found.
In the case of environmental clean up at the Massachusetts Military Reservation (MMR),
there is a site (http://www.mmr.org) devoted to maintaining up-to-date information about the
clean-up process at this site. Wide varieties of information can be found here to aid in the
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decision process of evaluating any site at the MMR. In addition, an engineer in the process of
evaluating a site not located at the MMR may find information here useful in comparing what
was determined at the MMR, with what might be determined at their particular site. Again, it
should be noted that it is up to the individual engineer to determine the reliability and confidence
level of information found on this Web site.
E.2 Accessing Internet Search Tools Through the Use of Common Gateway Interface
As mentioned earlier, there are many Internet search utilities available free to the public.
Some examples include Excite (http://www.excite.com), Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com), and
Alta Vista (http://www.altavista.com). Each of these companies have developed programs that
search their extensive databases of Universal Resource Locators (URL's) to return a series of
Web pages that contain the search string queries entered by users. In each case, returned pages
may vary due to differences in the database maintained and the search program created by
different companies. For this reason, it may be desirable to use multiple search engines in order
to increase chances of finding exactly the information requested by the user. This is known as
"meta-searching". (An example of this can be found at "http://metasearch.com/".)
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a method for dynamically retrieving
information on the Internet. Search engines, such as those listed above, use CGI protocol to allow
anonymous users to access and run programs located on their Web server and send the
information back to the user's Web browser. Furthermore, the use of CGI allows variables to be
passed to these programs, as in the case of search strings or user names, etc. The usual method
for accessing these search programs is through HTML forms where values for each of the
variables may be entered and the program may be run with a mouse or key click. Alternatively,
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one may run the program directly by entering the variable name with their values following the
URL of the CGI program at the "Go to:" line of your Web browser, or through the Open URL
dialog box. For example, "http://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?p=common+gateway+interface".
Knowing how to access these search engines directly, the system can use a CGI script
that can dynamically generate an HTML document containing links to specific search results, not
just search engine home pages. Using this one CGI program, the user can pass just one search
string and have direct access to results from a variety of commercial search engines. This puts a
wide variety of Internet documentation relating to their search in one convenient location.
E.3 Multi-Keyword Searching
Anyone who has used an Internet search engine most likely will know that search results
returned are sometimes not exactly desired results. Often, the user will have to wade through a
variety of unrelated Web pages to find exactly what it is they were interested in finding. This
usually happens because one or all of the search words used may also be found in documents
pertaining to a completely different subject matter. In order to limit the amount of pages
returned to only those pertaining to the exact topic you are looking for; it is useful to
"parameterize" the search.
Parametric searching involves adding a series of search words to search string variable
that will help to better describe the information that users are looking for. It is helpful if these
words used are likely not to be found on any site pertaining to a different subject matter. An
example of this would be to add the word "groundwater" to a search for the word "environment".
Sites pertaining to topics such as "political environment" or "social environment" will most
likely not contain the word "groundwater". Therefore, these unrelated sites will not appear at the
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top of search results window, and the user need not bother wading through countless sites about
President Clinton or the newest hip craze. Following are two examples from the Ground Water
Pathway sheet of the PA Scoresheet showing the question asked, the call made to run the search
and the list of keywords used.
Question 1: Are sources poorly contained?
HTML call: href="../../../scripts/gwptest.pl?searchstring=MMR%2bgroundwater%/2bGround%2bWater/2b
Groundwatero2bPlume%2bplume%2bcontamination%2bsource%2bcontained%2bMassachusetts%2bMilitary%2bReservation
%2bwww.mmr.org" target=search
Keywords: MMR groundwater Ground Water Groundwater Plume plume contamination source contained Massachusetts
Military Reservation www.mmr.org
Question 2: Is waste quantity particularly large?
HTML call: href='"../../../scripts/gwp_test.pl?searchstring=MMR%2bgroundwater/%2bGround%2bWater%2b
Groundwatero2bPlume%/2bplumeý%2bwaste%2bquantity%2bMassachusetts%2bMilitary%/2bReservation%/2bwww.mmr. org"
target=search
Keywords: MMR groundwater Ground Water Groundwater Plume plume waste quantity Massachusetts Military Reservation
www.mmr.org
E.4 Displaying Results
As mentioned above, links to search results will be displayed in a Web browser window
in HTML format. Due to the fact that users will need to run the program many times (perhaps
for each question answered), and will then need to return to the PA Scoresheet document window
to record their decisions, it is inconvenient to use the same browser window for both scoresheet
and search results. For this reason, when the search program is run, a new browser window will
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be opened. This allows the engineer to follow long search paths without the hassle of going back
to the original PA Scoresheet document.
Show below are screen captures of a theoretical user session, with just the scoresheet
browser window open, or with both scoresheet and search windows open.
Figure E.4a Ground Water Pathway Section of Electronic PA Scoresheet
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Figure E.4b Ground Water Pathway Section of Electronic PA Scoresheet with Search Results Window
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Appendix F: Development of Data Store Search Engine
Source: Mukhopadhyay, 1997
F.1 The Data Store Search Engine's Role in the System
The data store search engine contains static links to data sources that are in a known,
standard format. This section of the system is diagrammed in Figure F.la. PA Scoresheet
questions that can be answered by these data sources are marked with a "Query" button placed
next to them on the electronic scoresheets. This button initiates the search of appropriate data
sources. These include data sources that are in a parable standard format on the World Wide
Web, on a connectable CD-ROM, or any other source where the information is in a format that
allows the computer to extract specific information from the database without the user's help.
Generally, this means that the data is held in a spreadsheet or database format, as opposed to a
written document, or a less formatted information list.
User Information
Figure F. Ia Data Store Search Engine System Diagram
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The extent of the implementation of the data store search engine described here was
limited by the current availability of documents containing PA Scoresheet information in a
standard format. Only a data source was located; a United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Web site that provides water-use information for fifty states in the US. For this project, the
USGS data source file for the state of Massachusetts was connected to the PA Scoresheets for the
MMR.
F.2 Description of USGS Data Source
Each of the available USGS data source files contains information for a particular state in
the United States. The data were gathered in 1990 and placed in standard text files written in
spreadsheet format, with each row corresponding to a county in that state. Although the file
currently connected to the PA Scoresheet is for the state of Massachusetts, combining the
different state files into one countrywide file for conducting more generic queries would be an
easy task, if this system were to be used for different Superfund sites in the future.
The column headings of the data file are codes for the water-use data elements present. A
brief description of the file format is in Appendix G and a complete list of the water-use data
elements along with their codes and descriptions is given in Appendix H. The elements used in
the current system, together with the PA Scoresheet questions that they have been used to answer
are as follows:
* ps-popgw (total population served by the ground water in the area), used to answer questions
3 and 4 on page 8 of the PA scoresheet
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* to-totsw (total surface water used in millions of gallons per day), used to answer the first
question in the "Suspected Release" column of page 11 of the scoresheets
* do-sstot (total domestic water withdrawals), used to answer the first question in the "Primary
Targets" column of page 11 of the scoresheets
* ps-popsw (total population served by the surface water in the area), used to answer questions
4 and 5 on page 12 of the scoresheets
F.3 Matching Existing Data Source Information with Scoresheet Questions
Many of the questions on the scoresheet are currently unanswerable from existing data
sources. However, much of the information required is such that it could one day be compiled
into spreadsheet or database format.
For the system developed here, the scoresheet questions which have been liked to the
existing data stores will be distinguishable by a "Query" button placed next to them. Pushing the
button will open a new browser window that will display the results of the query. The results of
any queries run from that point forwards will also appear in the same browser window.
When the answer is received from the data source, some of the PA Scoresheet questions
require interpolation on the part of the user in order to translate the answer into relevant
scoresheet information. For example, with the question "Is surface water nearby," (question 1,
column 1, page 11 of PA), the system currently returns the amount of surface water used in the
area. If this number is greater than zero, than the user will answer, "Yes," and if not, "No."
Obvious answers such as this are not automatically filled in by the system to ensure that the user
takes an active role in answering any question or making any recorded decision.
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When the user pushes this "Query" button, they are actually executing a program that is
on the same server as the web page they are viewing. As mentioned in Section F.2, the system
currently accesses a USGS file containing Massachusetts's water-use information. It is
envisioned that when the system is complete, the user will log on to a particular account and
select the Superfund site that they wish to assess. This selection will automatically tell the
system which data files to access. The particular button pushed will tell the system which
question is being asked, and the program will determines how to run the query for that particular
piece of information. The query will be run on the data source (also located at the site). The
information will be parsed into HTML so the web browser can read it, and post it for the user.
It is important to note that for a particular scoresheet question, the program to execute the
query and the data source components of the system must be on the same server. However, this
server does not need to be the same server used for the main system user interface. This means
that if there is an organization that maintains a standard format data source, the program to access
their data will need to be on their server, otherwise their data files will need to be downloaded to
another server. If the source is public, there should not be a problem bringing data into a server
controlled by EIDSS administrators. If it is a private data source, permission must be obtained to
access it. Once the permission is obtained, the relative locations of the data source and the
program can be easily placed as required.
F.4 Conclusion
In general, the nature of the information requested on the scoresheets is not conducive to
being placed in a database. It is far more likely that if data sources are created in the future,
whether they are text files on the web, or CD-ROMs, they will be in spreadsheet format, as the
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one currently used to demonstrate the development of a data source search engine here. The
demonstration system that has been implemented in this project could be expanded to access
other text data sources very easily, with the addition of approximately ten lines of code. This
expansion will be simple, because the entire framework required to make this type of connection
has been completed. If data sources of other types are found, it is estimated that the amount of
code required to incorporate them will be similar. However, there will be some additional
configuring that the system administrator would need to perform. The difficulty of this process
will vary with the type of data source to be included in the search engine.
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Appendix G: USGS Data Files
Source: http://h2o.usgs.gov/public/watuse/data/wudict.txt
All of the fields in the USGS data files were reformatted in May 1996. They are now in a
'spreadsheet' format, in which all fields are separated by a TAB character. This method should
allow the data to be easily imported into a spreadsheet program on your computer.
The first line in each data file contains the 'headers', which is an 8 (or so) letter code
describing each data element. For example, the code for 'Commercial withdrawals, ground-
water, fresh' is 'co-wgwfr'. Each line (record) in the data files begins with some descriptive
information, such as the state, year, and county or water-resources region code. There are
headers for these items at the beginning of the first line (the header line). These first few header
codes vary by file type.
NOTE: The initial header information (first 4 or 5 items in each line) varies by file. The
actual code headers for the data elements are described in Appendix H.
The data elements with a "Entered by user" under the "HOW ELEMENT IS
COMPUTED" heading indicate data that has been compiled and entered manually into the files.
A data element that is not "Entered by user" was calculated by using other data values. For
example, 'ps-popgw' (index #3) and 'ps-popsw' (index #4) are summed to create 'ps-popto'. So,
total public supply population served is computed by summing the population served by ground
water and the population served by surface water.
A table of data elements, element codes and method of computation is in Appendix H.
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Appendix H: Complete List of Water-Use Data Elements
Source: http://h2o.usgs.gov/public/watuse/data/wudict.txt
WATER-USE DATA ELEMENT
TOTAL POPULATION (in AREA, in thousands)
PUBLIC SUPPLY:
Population served (thousands):
Water withdrawals, fresh
Water withdrawals, saline
Water withdrawals, total
Water deliveries:
Per capita use:
Number of facilities:
COMMERCIAL:
Self-supplied withdrawals:
Deliveries from water supply:
Total:
Consumptive use:
DOMESTIC:
SELF SUPPLIED:
Population:
Water withdrawals:
Per capita use:
PUBLIC SUPPLIED:
Population:
Deliveries from water supply
Per capita use:
TOTAL:
Withdrawals + deliveries:
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total, Fresh
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total Saline
Total Total
Public Use and Losses
Total Deliveries
Total, Gal/d
In Area
Water-Use Database
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Fresh
Withdr. + Deliveries
Thousands
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Gal/d
Thousands
Fresh
Gal/d
CODE
po-total
ps-popgw
ps-popsw
ps-popto
ps-wgwfr
ps-wswfr
ps-wtofr
ps-wgwsa
ps-wswsa
ps-wsato
ps-total
ps-loss
ps-deliv
ps-prcap
ps-facil
ps-facdb
co-wgwfr
co-wswfr
co-wtotl
co-psdel
co-total
co-cuse
do-sspop
do-ssgwf
do-ssswf
do-sstot
do-sspcp
do-pspop
do-psdel
do-pspcp
do-total
INDEX HOW ELEMENT IS COMPUTED
2 Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
3+4
Entered by user
Entered by user
6+7
Entered by user
Entered by user
9+10
6+7+9+10
12-21-30-44-71-93
13+21+30+44+71+93
12*1000/5
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
18+19
Entered by user
18+19+21
Entered by user
2-5
Entered by user
Entered by user
25+26
(25+26)*1000/24
5
Entered by user
30*1000/29
32 25+26+30
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Consumptive use:
INDUSTRIAL:
Self-supplied withdrawals:
" II
Deliveries from water supply
Total, withdrawal+deliveries
Consumptive use
Number of facilities:
it It 11
THERMOELECTRIC POWER
(ELECTRIC):
All thermoelectric water use:
of of "1 It
Deliveries from water supply
Total: Withdrawal + deliv
Consumptive use
Total power generated:
Number of facilities:
is "1 It
Ground Water, fresh
Ground Water, saline
Ground Water, total
Surface Water, fresh
Surface Water, saline
Surface Water, total
Total, Fresh
Total, Saline
Total, Total
Reclaimed Sewage
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Saline
Total
In Area
In Water-Use Database
Ground Water, fresh
Surface Water, fresh
Surface Water, saline
Surface Water, total
Total, Fresh
Total, Total
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Saline
Total
Gigawatthours/year
In Area
In Water-Use Database
THERMOELECTRIC POWER (ELECTRIC), FOSSIL FUEL
Fossil fuel: Withdrawals Ground Water, fresh
Surface Water, fresh
Surface Water, saline
Surface Water, total
Total, Fresh
Total, Total
Deliveries from water supply Fresh
Total: Withdrawal + deliver Fresh
Consumptive use Fresh
of Saline
it Total
do-cuse
in-wgwfr
in-wgwsa
in-wgwto
in-wswfr
in-wswsa
in-wswto
in-wtofr
in-wtosa
in-wtotl
in-recww
in-psdel
in-total
in-cufr
in-cusal
in-cuse
in-facil
in-facdb
33 Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
34+35
Entered by user
Entered by user
37+38
34+37
35+38
34+35+37+38
Entered by user
Entered by user
34+37+44
Entered by user
Entered by user
46+47
Entered by user
Entered by user
pt-wgwfr
pt-wswfr
pt-wswsa
pt-wswto
pt-frtot
pt-wtotl
pt-psdel
pt-total
pt-cufr
pt-cusal
pt-cuse
pt-power
pt-facil
pt-facdb
pf-wgwfr
pf-wswfr
pf-wswsa
pf-wswto
pf-frtot
pf-wtotl
pf-psdel
pf-total
pf-cufr
pf-cusal
pf-cuse
65+79+87
66+88
67+89
66+67+88+89
65+66+79+87+88
65+66+67+79+80+87+88+89
71+93
65+66+71+79+87+88+93
73+82+95
74+83+96
73+74+82+83+95+96
76+84+98
77+85+99
78+86+100
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
66+67
65+66
65+66+67
Entered by user
65+66+71
Entered by user
Entered by user
73+74
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"1 II It II
Power generation
Number of facilities:
,, 1" It
Gigawatthours/year
In Area
In Water-Use Database
THERMOELECTRIC POWER (ELECTRIC), GEOTHERMAL
Geothermal: Withdrawals Ground Water, fresh
.. .tGround Water, saline
of .fTotal
Consumptive use Fresh
It . . Saline
Power generation Gigawatthours/year
Number of facilities: In Area
In Water-Use Database
THERMOELECTRIC POWER (ELECTRIC), NUCLEAR:
Nuclear: Withdrawals Ground Water, fresh
it Surface Water, fresh
of Surface Water, saline
go Surface Water, total
Total, Fresh
Total, Total
Deliveries from water supply Fresh
Total: Withdrawal + deliveries Fresh
Consumptive use
II II
II II
Power generation
Number of facilities:
f f , It
MINING:
Withdrawals:
",
,i
,"
Withdrawals, total:
Consumptive Use:
LIVESTOCK:
Stock: Withdrawals:
Fresh
Saline
Total
Gigawatthours/year
In Area
In Water-Use Database
Ground Water, fresh
Ground Water, saline
Ground Water, total
Surface Water, fresh
Surface Water, saline
Surface Water, total
Total, Fresh
Total, Saline
Total, Total
Fresh
Saline
Total
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Stock, consumptive use:
pf-power
pf-facil
pf-facdb
pg-wgwfr
pg-wgwsa
pg-wtotl
pg-cufr
pg-cusal
pg-power
pg-facil
pg-facdb
pn-wgwfr
pn-wswfr
pn-wswsa
pn-wswto
pn-frtot
pn-wtotl
pn-psdel
pn-total
pn-cufr
pn-cusal
pn-cuse
pn-power
pn-facil
pn-facdb
mi-wgwfr
mi-wgwsa
mi-gwtot
mi-wswfr
mi-wswsa
mi-swtot
mi-frtot
mi-satot
mi-total
mi-cufr
mi-cusal
mi-cuse
Is-gwtot
Is-swtot
Is-total
Is-cuse
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
79+80
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
88+89
87+88
87+88+89
Entered by user
87+88+93
Entered by user
Entered by user
95+96
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
101+102
Entered by user
Entered by user
104+105
101+104
102+105
101+102+104+105
Entered by user
Entered by user
110+111
Entered by user
Entered by user
113+114
Entered by user
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Animal specialties, withdrawals:
Animal specialties, consumptive use:
Total livestock: Withdrawals:
Total livestock, consumptive use:
IRRIGATION
Withdrawals, fresh
Irrigated land, in 1000 acres:
Conveyance losses:
Consumptive use:
HYDROELECTRIC POWER:
Water use:
Power generation:
Number of facilities:
it "1 to
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Ground Water
Surface Water
Total
Ground Water
Surface Water
Reclaimed Sewage
Total, Fresh
Sprayed
Flooded
Total
Total
Total
Gigawatthours/year
In Area
In Water-Use Database
SEWAGE TREATMENT:
Number of facilities: Public
.. .. ."Industrial + Other
to ... "Total Number
Municipal system returns:
Number of facilities: In Water-Use Database
Reclaimed waste water (WW) from pub. WW facilities
RESERVOIR EVAPORATION
Amt evaporated, (1000 acre ft):
Surface area, in 1000 acres:
la-gwtot
la-swtot
la-total
la-cuse
Iv-gwtot
Iv-swtot
Iv-total
Iv-cuse
ir-wgwfr
ir-wswfr
ir-recww
ir-frtot
ir-spray
ir-flood
ir-irrig
ir-convy
ir-cuse
hy-total
hy-power
hy-facil
hy-facdb
ww-facpu
ww-facot
ww-facil
ww-retrn
ww-facdb
ww-recww
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
Fresh re-evap
re-area
Entered by user
Entered by user
117+118
Entered by user
113+117
114+118
113+114+117+118
116+120
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
125+126
Entered by user
Entered by user
129+130
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
138+139
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
Entered by user
TOTAL WATER USE:
Ground water, fresh
Ground water, saline
Ground water, total
Surface water, fresh
Surface water, saline
Surface water, total
Total, fresh
Total, saline
to-gwfr
to-gwsal
to-totgw
to-swfr
to-swsal
to-totsw
to-totfr
to-totsa
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
6+18+25+34+65+79+87+101+113+117+125
9+35+80+102
6+9+18+25+34+35+65+79+80+87+101+
102+113+117+125
7+19+26+37+66+88+104+114+118+126
10+38+67+89+105
7+10+19+26+37+38+66+67+88+89+104+
105+114+118+126
6+7+18+19+25+26+34+37+65+66+79+87+
9+10+35+38+67+80+89+102+105
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Total, total
Reclaimed sewage
Consumptive use, fresh
Consumptive use, saline
Consumptive use, total
Conveyance losses
to-total
to-recww
to-cufr
to-cusal
to-cuse
to-convy
154 6+7+9+10+18+19+25+26+34+35+37+38+65+
66+67+79+80+87+88+89+101+102+104+105+
113+114+117+118+125+126
155 43+127
156 23+33+46+73+82+95+110+116+120+133
157 47+74+83+96+111
158 23+33+46+47+73+74+82+83+95+96+110+
111+116+120+133
159 132
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Appendix I: Cross-site Comparison Database System
Source: Guzmin, 1997
I.1 Introduction
The feasibility of using databases located on the Internet and from local CD-ROM to
complete preliminary site assessment scoresheets is limited by the actual availability of
information from these data sources. One of the most useful sources of data may be previously
completed PA scoresheets. Once the proposed information system discussed in this project has
been used to complete one or more PA's, a database of previous scoresheets will be available for
site comparisons. If a new site under investigation has characteristics that are in some way
similar to sites that have been studied previously, completion of the new PA may be facilitated
by referring to the database of these previous studies. Comparing new sites with completed
studies will provide an additional check for reliability and support for the current site under
assessment. This section summarizes the proposed architecture for an interactive database of PA
scoresheets for cross-site comparison. This architecture will enhance the utility of the currently
proposed decision support system. The database of scoresheets will additionally be used for
implementation of the executive information system as well.
1.2 Design and Population of Data Storage
In order to take full advantage of the completed PA scoresheets, some data storage must
be developed to keep track of the completed studies. A relational database, which is a set of data
tables linked by common data fields, is well suited for this purpose. Figure I.2a shows an
example of parts of two of the many data tables that will make up the PA database.
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The table on the right in Figure I.2a shows a sample data associated with information
classified as "General Site Information". The "General Site Prior Spills" table is separated from
the "General Site Information" table because it contains data that is relevant to site spills only.
The separation of tables linked by a common field, SiteID, also allows for the storage of
information about multiple site spills corresponding to a single site.
Sil xID
Site iD
Sourve Type
Prio..rg..p.i ,I.I...........
-1
CaomnDAM i~
Sits ID
Site Name
CERCIUS :ID
Stre:t Addrftss
..... ...........
....................d o .u ........ ......................................................... .
Zip Code
Type of Operation
Figure I.2a Sample Tables of Relational Database of PA Scoresheet
Any number of commercially available relational databases can be used to develop the
tables that store the completed PA scoresheets. As more PA scoresheets are completed and
entered into the database, the more information will be available for site comparisons and
support of completion of other PA scoresheets. The best way to populate the database is to
provide a direct connection between the proposed information system that will allow storage of
user input provided over the Internet The ease of accomplishing this task will depend on
development of current and new technologies. For example, both Microsoft Access '97 and
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MON. SM .O
Oracle provide interfaces to allow connection to their databases through the Internet, but they are
limited by how flexible they allow manipulation of the databases and are difficult to set up.
1.3 Database Queries and Comparison Criteria
The database should be designed with particular queries or retrieval of information from
the interactive database. At a minimum, the database should allow easy viewing of the various
sections of the PA sections. These include General Site Information, General Facility
Information, Source Evaluation, Ground Water Pathway, Surface Water Pathway, Air Pathway,
Soil Pathway, and Scoring. The user should be able to select a facility and site and then be able
to view any of the mentioned sections. Figure I.3a shows a sample screen of buttons showing the
choices available for viewing the various sections of the PA scoresheet.
Figure I.3a Preliminary Assessment Scoresheet Sections
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Review/Edit Preliminary Assessment Scoresheets
General Site
Information
General Facility
Information
Ground Water Surface Water
Pathway Pathway
Source Soil
Evaluation Pathway
Site
Scoring
The real benefit of the database will be derived from the ability to perform comparisons
between sites based on specific criteria such as geographic location, types of hazardous wastes,
type of facility or operations, and types of waste sources. Figure I.3b shows a sample of choices
available for making site comparisons.
Figure I.3b Criteria for Comparisons
The most flexible option will be the selection of any type and number of parameters for
performing site comparisons. For example, sites could be ranked by both geographic location and
the type or number of similar hazardous wastes. An additional option of comparing sites by
individual sections (ground water, surface water, air, and soil pathways) will allow ranking of
sites based on answers within these sections of the PA.
1.4 Using the System
To illustrate how the interactive database would be utilized, consider the case where the
geographic location is used as a parameter for comparison of sites. A geographic location
specified by latitude and longitude coordinates would first be entered. A query would then be run
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Selection of Critera for Comparisons
Location Facility
Hazardous WasteSource
Wastes Types
Multiple By
Parameters Pathway
I
outputting a listing of sites ranked by proximity to the specified geographic location.
Alternatively, the user could select to first choose the geographical location of a particular site.
The resulting query would return a specific number of sites ranked by proximity to the chosen
site. The use of the type of facility or operations, types and sources of wastes will be used in
similar fashion. The user explicitly inputs a value, which the sites are ranked or the user selects a
site in which to compare. In the case where comparisons are based on individual sections of the
PA scoresheet such as the ground water pathway or surface water pathway, a completed or
partially completed PA will have to be selected first as the basis for the comparison. The result of
all of these queries will be a listing the most similar PA scoresheets. The user will then be able to
select any of the sites returned by the query and view the contents of the completed PA.
1.5 Making Use of the Results
If a facility is located very near some other site or has been contaminated by the same
hazardous substances or is similar in some other way to other sites, then the user may find it
useful to peruse the information that was used to fill out the completed scoresheets of previous
sites. The most useful information may be found in the "memo" sections found in each of the
major sections of the PA scoresheet. These sections which give further explanation as to the
rationale behind answering some of the questions may cause whomever is responsible for
completing the current PA scoresheet to think of some factors that are not explicitly covered by
the PA scoresheet questions. Additionally, where sites share particular characteristics, the
scoresheets can be compared to see if the data is reasonable. For example, if two sites were
located very near each other, it would be expected that the population distribution recorded in
both scoresheets would be similar as well.
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